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Abstract

This thesis is concenred with evolutionary artificial neural networks (ANNs) which combine
genetic algolithms (GAs) with local neu|al learning using gradient descent methods. It begins
by reviewrng previotrs wolk on the use of GAs for weight and structure optirnization of
ANNs. Initially, expedments of a previons study on the use of GAs to produce a single featur.e
detectol for a two-layer neulal netwolli arc reproduced. Also, a more thorough compalison of
this method with back-plopagation (BP) using cross-validation is presenterl. The comparison
shows that on the test problem - a font independent digit classification task the GA methocl
does not significantly outperfom BP with cross-validation. A second methotl, which uses the
GA to lìnd multiple leature detectors which furthel leduce the dimensionality of the input pal
tetns is th()n proposed. Rathel than replicating feature detectors at all locations in the input
ûeld, the GA is requiled to select theil positions; thus, the featute detection layer of the rìet-
work is much more spalsely connected. In addition thlee methods of encoding the feature
detectors in the chlomosome arc implemented. One encodes all of the features in a single
chromosome, whereas the other two methods split the feature detectol's among different chlo-
mosomes and combine them to form whole netwolks. Of these two methocls, one selects chro-
mosolnes at randon from the population and uses an avelaging technique to evaluate their'
lìtncss; the other splits the population into smaller pools and selects one chromosome from
each, allowing the sub-populations to specialize. A simple irnage classilìcation ploblem which
colìtains featules local to portions of the input teld is the basis fol evaluation. These experi,
ments show that the GA can correctly determine a set of featur'e detectors which the network
uses to âccurately classify the data set. Finally, a set of experiments is plesented which test the
geneÍalization of these network training algorithms on a noisy, single-font digit lecognition
task. The experiments show that the three algorithms are comparable at promoting generaliza-
tion to pleviously unseen data, but the tnultiple template version of the genetic algorithm pro-
duces thc networks which most consistently and acculately classify the training and validation
data with high confidence. However, for problems which are much larger than the one pre-
sented here, it would be necessary to partition the chromosome, otherwise the sear.ch space
would grow too lalge foÌ the GA to reasonably search. This is suboptimal, but the expel'iments
here suggest that there is no appreciable deterioration of performance. Between the two algo-
tithms which pattition the chromosomes, there is a noticeable diflerence in the performance of
the average network produced by each algorithm, but the best networ.ks produced by each
process are almost the same. This suggests that although the algorithm which subdivides the
population was designed to ptomote cooperation between chromosomes, both algorithms can
effectively plomote chromosomes which cooperate to form a good network. The algor.ithm
which subdivides the population is at least as good as the one which keeps all chromosomes in
a single pool, and sometimes better. Furthel more, it is observe<i that the genetic algorithm,
through its influence on the lower hidden layer featule set, can predispose or bias the network
to perform better on validation data tha¡r on the data used to train the uppel layel of the net-
work. This is attl'ibuted to the evolutionary progtess of the GA being guided by the network
performance on the validation set.
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CHAPTER 1 lntroduction

1.1 Motivation

Attilìcial neural tretwotks (ANNs) ale highly parallel compulational structures consisting of
many simple processing units and a large nunber of weighted connections betweetì those
units. One class of ANN, the multi-layer pelceptron (MLP), is capable of perfomting ver.y
general mappings from the input units of the network to the output ulìits. The units in an MLp
are ananged in layels and the signals flow through the network from input to output with no
reculrences. There are two aspects of the MLP which determine lhe nature of the mappings
which it is able to perfolm: the architecture and the weight parameters. The alchitectur.e of a
network refers to the number of layers and the number of units in each laye¡ as well as, the
type ofneuron activation function. The size of the a[chitectul.e determines the number of
weights to be specified, and the weight parameters determine the mapping which the network
pelforms, within the constlaints of the architecture.

The weight parameteÍs of a network are usually detemûred in a lear.ning procedur.e by <iefin-
ing a cost or eruor flinction, computing the derivative of the en'or function with respect to each
weight, and minimizing the cost using a gradient descent numerical optimìzation algorithm,
such as the back-propagation or the conjugate-gradient line search algorithms. However, there
are several identifrable problems with these algolithms. First, the netwolk structure must be
known in advance or be crafted by trial and error. Second, gradient descent optimization tech-
niques are known to be susceptible to becoming trapped in iocal minima. A gradient descent
algorithm simply searches fi'om its starting point to the nearest local minimum. If the star.ting
point for the algorithm is not within the basin of attraction of the global minimum, then it will
not frnd it.

Recent rcsearch has focused attention on genetic algorithms (GAs), which arc a stochastic
optimization method loosely based on the theory ofevolution and the process ofnatural selec-
tion, for detemining network structure and parameters. They use a performance directed ran-
dom search, rather than gladient information, to evaluate a population of points in the search
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space. Over time the population settles in the regions of the search space which have the best
performance. The advantage of these algorithms is that, unlike gladient descent algorithms,
they ale capable of coarse global optimization without getting stuck in local minima. Also,
they do no1 depend on the analytic ploperties ofthe ellol surface. In fact, the objectivc func-
tion of the genetic algorithm can be discontinuous. For this reason objective functions other
than the squaled error of the output units can be used, and structur.al modilìcations to the
ANN, which have a discontinuous rclationship to the en.or function, can also be included.

Research into the weight optimization of ANNs by genetic algorithms has taken one of a var.i-
ety of approacl.res. The f,rst attempts used the genetic algolithm alonô to optimize the network
weights (Vr'hitley and Hanson, 1989; Fogel et al. 1990; Porto et al. 1995). However, the
genetic algorithm is not vel'y capable of doing tne-tuning of networ.k weights. Gr.adient
descent algorithms, on the other hand, are good at local search, but they are heavily dependent
on the poìnt in the error space at which they start. For.these leasons, combinations of the GA
with a gradienldescent algorithm plovide a better rnix ofglobal and local search. One methocl
of accomplishing this is to use the gelìetic algorithm to optimize the network weight until an
ìndívidual network is pfoduced which meets some threshold of enor, an<ì then complete the
optinization with a gladient descent algolithm (Kitano, 1990). In a second approach, each set
of weights consideled by the genetic algorithm is taken as the starting poir.rt for.a gr.adient
descent algorithm. Thus, each sample of the er.r.ol. space made by the GA is not a point, but a
basin. The gradient descent algolithm searches for the lowest point oi the basin, and this is
used as the fitness of that sample. (Belew et al. 1991 ; Mclnerney and Dhawan, I 993). While
this method is the most effective way of combining ttre GA anrt gladient descent algorithms, it
suffers fi'om the Iarge computational effort requircd by embedcling gradient descent inside the
GA.

Besides weight optimization, the GA can also be used to find tlansformatiorÌs of the data set
which aid the neural networtri in perfolming classification tasks. This proccss is sometimes
refered to as featurc ext'action. One method which is used is feature selection. Feature selec-
tion, as it is defined in the statistical pattem recognition literature, is the process of choosing a
subset of the input variables, which provide the most information for thc netvr'ork to disctimi-
nate among the classes of patterns, while reducing the number of input var.iables which the
network sees. Other than throwing some of the original var.iables away, it per.forms no other
operations on the input data. One study has shown that the GA can successfully be used for.
this task (Brill et al., 1992). A related technique, ofren used in ANNs, is the use of local fea-
ture detectors (LeCun et al., 1989). These are implemelted in neural netwoÍks by low layer
hidden units which have weighted connections to small, localized patches of the input field.
Both methods attempt to constrain the amount of data which the neural network processes,
without reducing its discrimination ability. Note ttìat feature detectors can also refer to units
which look at the entire input image. Furthermole, there are other kinds of data set t¡ansfor-
mations, such as principal component analysis, which can be performed, but these two tech-
niques are the ones to which the GA has been applied ìn the past.

If we consider these two techniques from a vector space point of view, then fearure selection
takes the original input vectors, and projects them into a lower.dimensional space, spamed by
a subset of the primitive variables of the data. By compar.ison, feature detectors project the
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data vectors into a low dimensional subspace which is spanned by a linear. combinatiot of
several input valiables. Another difference between the two techniques is that feature detec-
tors have a non-linearity, because they are implemented as a layer ofneural network units.
Figulo I .1 shows an example of the methods on a two-dimensional data set. Both attempt to
project the data into a lowel dimensional subspace which maximizes the discrimination of the
two data classes, but featule selection (a) picks one of the axes of the or:iginal data, and a fea-
lure detectot' (b) pro.iects the data onto a subspace which may be a linear cornbination of some
of the original valiables. The use of feature detectors is the mol.e sophisticâted of the two
approaches.

a) b)
FIGUBE l.l. a) Feature sclection and b) a feature detector

Earliel work by Dellaert and Vandewalle (1994) showed that the GA could be used to find a
single, space invariant, fèature detector fol pelforming an optical character recognition task.
This thesis describes wolk which uses the genetic algorithm to attempt to finci ¿¿ s¿t of local
feature detectors fol a similal optical character r.ecognitron problem. Therc are a number of
advantages to the methods proposed here. Whereas most wot.k in cornbining genetic algo-
rithms and gladienl descent methods has tlained the entire netwolk by genetic algorithm and
retned it by gladient descent, in oul method each algorithm only optimizes a portion of the
network. Thrs leduces the numbel of palameters which each algorithm must optimize. In
addition, the use of a small number of featule detectors gr.eatly rcduces the number.of weights
in the higher layels of the network, and speeds up the gr.adient descent algor.ithm. Finally, the
top layer of the network, which perfomrs the lìnal classification step, is tuned by gradient
descent, which is superior to the GA at local search. The lower layer., with the feaftrre detec-
toÌs, cortains most of the weights. These weights are coarsely optimized using the GA, but the
gradient descent algorithm will attempt to train the upper layer wcights to perform the classifi-
cation with whatevcr infomation is plovided by the hidden units. Thus, the method still effec-
tively combines the characteristics of global and local search of each of the algorithms.

A fulthet aspect of this pl oblem is the need to encode the featule detectors into a chromosome
which can be manipulated by the GA. We look at several methods of doing this. AII of them
are based on the real number, as opposed to binal.y encoded, GA. The most direct method of
encoding multiple feature detectors into a single chromosome is to assemble the weights of all
the feature detectors ìnto a single vector'. A population of these are evolved and evaluaterl by
conshïcting and training a neural network using the feature detectols prescribed in the chlo-
mosome. The success of the network at performing the classification task is taken to be the fit-
ness value for the chromosome. A second way of accomplishing this, based on a concept fi.om
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Moriarty and Miikkulainen (199$, is to encode a single feature detector into each chlomo-
some, and construct many neural networks by selecting chromosomes from the population at
random. The fitness ofeach feaftrre detector is the average of the classification peúomrance of
fhe networks in which the feature detector participated. A variation on this môthod is to split
the population into small specialized sub-populations. A network is coltstructcd by selecting
one feature detector from each sub-population. The lìtness ls evaluated in the same way, using
the average classification performance, but this method imposes moÌ.e structure on the GA's
population, and allows the sub-populations to define what l.ole they will play in network func-
tioning.

1.2 Overview

Chapter' 2 gives a bdef review of the theory of altificial neural networ.ks, evolutionary algo-
fithms and hyblids of the two. Section2.l describes the peltinent aspects of altificial neural
networks, particularly multi-layer perceptrons, and some of their tlaining algorithms. Section
2.2 describes the genetic algorithm and modifications to it such as leal number rcpresenta-
tions. Section 2.3 reviews papers in the field ofevolutionary artificial neural networks, includ-
ing wolk which has been done using genetic algorithms to optimize neural network weights,
and also uses of evolntionary algorithms fol optimization of neural netwolk architecturcs.
Section 2.4 desclibes some wolk specifically related to this thesis, using genetic algorithms to
detetmine leature detectors for ncural networks, and the related topic ofusing them for feature
selection for a genetic algorithm.

Chapter 3 describes a series of experiments with an evolving algolithm which uses the genetic
algorithrn to find a single featule detector, or a set of feature detectols which are usable by a
neural network fol performing an image classitcation problem. Section 3.2 documents the
software which was wrilten to perform the experiments. In section 3.3 some experiments are
described leproducing the rnethod of Dellaert and Vandewalle (1994), using a GA to deter-
mine a single filst layer featule detector fol. a neural network. The algorithm is applied to a
font independent lecognition task. Some additional experiments ar.e performed exploring
mole fully the selection operatol which they incorporate into the GA, as well as a moÌ'e thor-
ough comparison of the algolithm which they propose with the standard back-propagation
algorithm for the classifìcation task. In section 3.4 multiple feature detectors and a simple way
of encoding them into the chromosome are incorporated into the algolithm. The new methods
are denonstlated on a simple ploblem. Section 3.5 presents a way of representing multiple
feature detectors in the GA by breaking them up among different chromosomes, and a novel
variation on this method is also described. The effectiveness of the method is demonstrated on
the same classifìcation problem used in section 3.4. section 3.6 describes a set of more thor-
ough comparison expefiments of the three methods described in the two preceding sections.
Finally, section 3.7 applies the three methods to a more reahstic font classiûcation problem,
and assesses their ability to generalize from the training data sets to previously unseen velifi-
cation data.
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Chapter 4 summarizes the wolk and discusses the results. Some ideas for extensions to the
algorithrn ale mentioncd, as well as ideas about tìrther exper.imental work which could be
undertaken.
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CHAPTEB 2 Background

2.1 A Brief Overview of Artificial Neural Networks

An artilicial neuraL nenuork (ANN) is a model of con'ìputation which has emerged as a highly
useful method ofsolving problems which were pleviously difficult to solve using traditional
computing paladigms. Thc advantage of neural networks is that they have been shown to be
capable of tasks such as pattem recognition which are performed easily by animal brains, but
which are difficult to formulate as a series of sequer.rtial steps, as requiled for traditional com-
puters. ANNs, which ale loosely modelled on the operation of animal nervous systems, differ.
in two primaly ways from the traditional digital computer designs. First, ANNs are not pr.o-
grammed to perform a task which has previously been decomposed and solvecl step by step,
but instead are trained by examples to perform tasks for which the solution is not known a pri-
ori. Second, they ale highly parallel. They distlibute computations over many, mostly homo-
geneous, simple processing units, whereas tladitional cornputers consist of a single ol.at most
a few complex processors. While artitcial neural networks have mostly been implemented by
simulating them in softwale on serial digital computers, their inherent parallelism makes them
highly attlactive for implementation in hardware where the parallelism can be fully exploited.

ANNs are collections of simple plocessing elements which are connected together in such a
way that they are capable of performing sophisticated computationai tasks. The basic compu-
tational unit of an ANN is the perceptlon, shown in Figure 2.1. The input to the perceptÌon is
a set of signals, weighted by the strength of the cori.esponding connections, which are
sumrned with a bias term:

t. : T w..o.-bJ ,¿-/ tll J
i
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As shown in the lìgure , the bias term is often treated as an extra weighl, bi¡t conlÌected to a
unit with constant output of - L The perceptron output

)) : l(r,) EA 2.2)

is usually a non-linear function of the input. Three common forms fol this transfer flrnction
are the signum, logistic, and the tanh functions. Perceptron tt'ansfel' functions can also be lilt-
eaf.

FIGUFE 2.1. A non-linear perceptron

2.1.1 Taxonomy of Architectures
Neulal netwolks consist of a large number of snch units linked togethel into a graph. usually
one set of units has its inputs clamped to values dctermined by an extemal pt'ocess. These are
termed the input units. Similall¡ another set of units is designated as rhe outpuÍ \..].its. These
are the units providing the lesults of the computational task. Finally, the units which are nei-
ther input or output units at'e tetmed hitklen unifs- There ale two general categories of connec-
tivity for neural networks: JÞecl-Jorward and recurrent.

Feedfolward networks, the simpler of the two, are typically arranged in layels. Their connec-
tions are uni-directional and they allow for no cycles in the connection graph. RecuÌlent net-
works allow both bi-directional connections and cycles. Lacking cyclic connectivity, the
cunent state of a feed-forward neural network is strictly a function ofthe current iDputs, while
the curuent state of a recurrelrt network is a function of both the cunent input and previous
inputs experienced by the netwo i. This thesis will deal exclusively with feecl-forwanl neu¡al
networks. while a single layer of feed-fotward perceptrons has serious shortcomings in the
range of fulctions it can compute (Minksy and Papert, 1988), it has been shown that a three
layer feed-forward neural network with a sufûcient number of sigmoidal hidden units can
compute any arbitrary non-linear mapping (Hertz et al., 1991, p. 1a2). Such multllayer. feed-
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fbrward neural networks are flequently lefeued to as nt.ulÍi-luyer perceptrons (MLPs). An
example is shown in Figure 2.2.

FIcURE 2.2. Multi-layer perceptron

A class of neural networks of interest are celhtlu' neurul n.ehuorks (CNNs). Developecl by
Chua (Chua and Yang, 1988a; Chua and Yang, 1988b; Chua and Roska, 1993; Kozek er al.,
1993), these networks emphasize local connectivity. The units are usually atlanged ilt a two
dinrensional M x N grid, and each unit is connected only to a neighbourhood, N,, of units
within a small radius, r. The r.reighbourhood of a unrt C(i j) can be described mathematically
as thc sot of units meetirg the following constraùìts,

N,(i, j) : {C(k,t)lmax{lk-il,lt- jl} !r,7<k<M,1</<N} (EO 2.3)

The output of a unit, y¡ is a non-lineal or piecewise linear function of the intemal activation,
x¡, which can be described by the following equation,

xij: I At¡tra!¡,,+ I Bi¡tr,rur,r+bt1

k,I € N,(i,j) k,leN,.(i,j)

(EO 2.4)

where yo, is the output from r¡nit k/, ø0, is an extelnal input, and å, is the bias value for the

unit. A and B are r x r symmetric matrices lepresenting the weights over the neighbourhood.
The weight mallices fot these networks are referrcd to as templütes. Typically the templates
are space invariant, so that the behaviour of an entire net."vork may be specified by its size, its
templates and its biases. The neighbourhood of a unit has a symmetry propefiy that, if unit
C(k,l) is a neighbour of C(i,j) then the reverse is also true. This implies that CNNs ar.e recuL-
rent because therc are cycles in the net\Ã,ork graph. The equation detnes the operation of a sin-
gle layer CNN, but it can be extended to multiple layel CNNs, and if the recunent connections
arc broken (i.e. A=0) then the CNN network beconìes a feed-folward network.
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The emphasis on local connectivity in CNNs comes fi.om the need to reduce the cost of con-
nectìons in hardware implementations of neural nôtworks. If in a leed-f'orward network a layel
of size M is fully connected to a layer of size N then the number of connections is O(MxN ). \f ,
however, the connections are constrained to a fìxed size neighbourhood then the connectivity
grows as O(M). Thus, designing neural networks while constraìning the number of links used
is of gleat benelìt. The concept of local connectivity will come up again in the discussion of
localized feature detectors.

2.1.2 Learntng Algorithms
One of the critical tasks in an ANN is determining the netwôrk's connection weights. This is
known as the learning or training algolithm. Lealning algorithms can be br.oadly classifìed
into one of two categories: supervisetl or unsupervisetl. Supervised networks r.ely on the pr.es-
entation of a set of talget or teaching pattems which specifies the desired netwolk output fbl a
set ol coffesponding input patterns. The training algorithm is thelr a method of minimizing the
differcnce between the actual output signals of the network and the <iesired output signals
based on some elrol measure. The most commoll error rneasule used is tl.re squaled error. The
elror for a given input pattem n is given by

where zl; is the desired value of output unitj and yl is its âctual value. The total error for the

network is then found by summing 8,, over all the entir.e pattenì set:

8,,: )>krj*yi)2

¿:Tr
Ltl

(EO 2.5)

(EO 2.6)

(Bishop, 1995, p. 196). Thus, neural netwolks using supervised trainìng algorithms are usecl
for tasks in which the input and output patterns are known but the mapping fì.om the input
space to the output space is not. These tasks include association and classifcatio¡¿. The sec-
ond is technically a subset of the fir'st but the diffelences are worth noting. Association occul's
in associative memory type problems i¡ which we would like the network to respond to a
given stimulus with some arbi trary plescribed output pattern. If the netwoll,i is recurrent ancl
the input pattenÌs are tine-based then an associative network ca¡ be used for control and time
seties plediction tasks. Il a classitcation task the network is typically constructôd such lhat
there is one output unit for each class in the ploblem. The desited outcome is fbl a single out
put neurorì to be on for each input pattem indicating which class that input pattem belongs to.
The diffetence in activation between the 'winning' unit and the other units gives us a rneasure
of the confrdence with which the network mahes the classiûcation. This thesis will be con-
cerned primarily with classiûcation tasks.
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Unsupelvised leaniing algolithms don't make use of a training signal, but instead tr.y to mini
mize a cost function based on the network's intemal representalion of the data set. Unsuper-
vised learning algolithms ale used for tasks such as pattem clLtstering, in which the desirecl
classilication of the pa .ems in the data set is not known and the netwolk is left to find the
stÌucture in the data set.

In supervised learning the minimization of the cost function is often pcr.formed through the
use of a gradient descent search technique. The most common of these is the back-pt.opaga-
tion algorithm (Rumelhalt et al., 1986a). This is a local learrring r.u le which, as its name sug
gests, propagates infomration about the derivative of the enor measure at the output of the
net\Ã/ol'k backwards through the layers. The learning lule uses this etlor information to adjust
thô weights in a ditection opposite to the direction of the gÌadient. In this way the learning lule
seeks the minimum of the ell'ol function detncd on the network's weights. In ter.ms of gr.adi-
ent based optimization techniques it. can be classified as a fixcd-step, steepest descent algo-
rithn (vau Camp et al., 1 992). If the entire pattent sôt to be leatned is pr.ocessed by the
algolithnr in a batch then the algorithnì moves deterministically thtough the weight space
seeking the uealest minimum. One of the problems with this approach is that there is no guar--
antee that it will fìnd the global minimum of the enor measure. Instead it will seek the mi¡i-
mum which is nealôst in the weight space to the point wher.e it starts when the networ.k's
weights are initialized. One n.rethod of counteling this problem is to per.for.m pattern by pat-
tern updating of the weights, r'athel than batch updating. In this case the updating of the
weights depends on the prcsentation of the training patterns to the netwo (. If tlìe patterns ale
plesented in a random order thcn the updating of the weights will be srochastic. The advan-
tage of this approach is that the learning algorithm may have a chance to escape the local min-
imum. However, local minima are slill a large ploblem in gradient based lear.ning algor.ithms
(Haykin, 1994, p. l9l).

A second gradient descent algorithm, which we make use ofin this work, is the conjugate-gra-
dient (CG) algolithm. This algorithm is different fiom the back-propagation algorithm in sev-
eral ways. Conjugate-gradient uses line searches, rather than a fixed step size, to find the best
position along a line in the weight space. A single line search may require sevelal evaluatìons
of the enor firnction. For this reason, pattem by pattem updating of the weights is not appr.o-
priate. The direction of the first line search in the CG algorithm is selected in the same way as
in the back-propagation algorithm. The derivative of the error function is evaluated at the
starting point and the dilection opposite the gradient direction is selected. Once the optimal
weight parametels in this direction have been found, the next and all subsequent search dilec-
tions are chosen to be a lineaÌ combination of the culrent gradient direction and the previous
search direction. The goal of choosing the direction vector is to select the direction which pr1r-
vides the greatest prospect of minimizing the euor'function without undoing the optimization
of prcvious steps. There are different versions of this algorithm, each with its own fonnula for
selecting the next sealch direction. While the CG algor.ithm is more complex than back-prop-
agation it genelally requires fewer epochs of lealning than the back-propagation algor.ithm. It
also has the advantage that it has no adjustable learning parameters. one drawback is that the
algorithm is dependent on the accuracy of the line search method (Haykin, ß9a, p.216).
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One appt'oach to alleviate the problem of local minima is simulatetl annealing (Kit'kpatrick et
al., 1983; Haykin, 1994, p. 317). This stochastic optimization technique is based on concepts
fi'om statistical mecha¡ics, and makes the analogy between optimization and finding the mini-
mum energy of a physical systen.r. Simulated annealing does not r.ely at all on gradient infor-
mation, but pulely on a nethod of making random transitions lrom one sear.ch point in the
weight space to another. These random jutnps are evaluated usng the same cost lunction as i¡
gradient descent methods, but in this case they are either accepted or rejected probabilistìcally.
The probability of a state being accepted is based on the change,ÂË , in the cost, or. energy, of
the system flom one iteration to the next. If the change iD enelgy is negative (4¿ < 6 ), so that

it reduces the euor, then it ìs accepted. If the change is positive (¡¿ > O ), such that it âctìjally
ìncreases the enetgy of the system, then the new state is accepted with probability,

/ 
^Fì

P(LE): e\ T)
(EQ 2.7)

where 7'is a parameter analogous to the temperatxre of a physical system. For large values of
7 the algolithm will accept large increases in the cost function and for values of 7 approaching
0, only t|an sit.ion s which decrease the cost function will be accepted. Il the algorithm starts
with a large value of 7 which decleases slowly over. time, the systôm will converge to a low
energy state. If the temperature schedule decreases slowly enough, it can be shown that the
algorithm is gualanteed to converge to the global minimum (Geman&Geman 1984; Haykin,
1994, p.317). To put the algorithm in context, ifgradient descent starts at an arbitraly point on
the cost sufface and moves detelministically downhill, then simulated annealing samples
widely across the whole surface and gradually nauows the sear.ch to regions which have the
lowest cost. The problem with sinìilated annealing is that to achieve the theoletical convel-
gence above, the temperature schedule will be too slow to be practical (Haykin, 1994, p.317).
The success of the algorithm depends on its ability to sample a large enough portion of the
search space to find the region which apploaches the global minimum of the elror function,
and this process may take considerable time.

2.1.3 Network Complexity
Another serious problcm in neural network design is selecting the complexity of the architec-
ture. while the multi-layer petceptron is only one of many possible classes of neural network
architectures which may be used, even within MLPs there is a great deal of freedom i¡ select-
ing the number of layers to be used and the number of units in each layer necessary to solve a
given problem.

one of the characteristics of a good neulal network solution to a problem is it's ability to gez-
eralize fiom data which it has been trained on to data it has never seen before. If it is possible
in a given task to train the neural network using every possible input pattem then the goal
would be to reduce the euor to zelo. However, in most pattem fecognition tasks this is not the
case and instead we have only a small sample of the space of all the possible input pattems.
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When we tlain the network in this case the euor is referled to as fhe uppolent errr¡r. The tue
armr is the perfbmrance of lhe netwolk on all possible pattems. In most cases the best that we
can hope for is an estinate of the tl'ue ertor. In older to get an estimate of the true eruor the
available data set is partitioned into a training and a test set. The network is tl-ained on the
training set and then the enor measure is evaluated for the test set. The consistency of the
el'ror measuì'e from the t[aining set to the test set is an indication of the network's generaliza-
tion ability. While generalization has a good deal to do with the number. an<l var.iety of data
points in the tlaining set, it also strongly depends a lot on the stucture of the networ.k.

In an MLP l.he number of uuits in the hidden layer and the weights connected to those units
corrcspond to the numbôr of independent palametels that the netwot'k has availablc to it when
it is rnodelling the training data. As in two dimensional polynomial cruve litting if a neur.al
network has too many fi'ec parameters then it is possible to overfit the data ¡roints and this will
detract from the ability of the network to generalize. The goal in constructing a neutal net-
wolk is to provide it with enough hidden units to leduce the crrot measur.e, bìjt not so many
hidden units that it 'memolizes' the training data and perfolms poor.ly with previously unseen
data patterxs. This is called finding the tight cotnplexityll. A good discussion of this topic can
be found in Bishop (Bishop 1996).

Two ways of imploving the complexity fìt of the network ale network growing and network
pluning. Cascade correlation (Fahlman and Lebierc 1990; Haykin, 1994,p.205) is an algo-
lithm for glowing networks by adding one new hidden unit at a time and relr.aining only the
weights connected to the new unit until the netwolk achieves good perfornance and a good
level of generalization. Methods which wor.k in the other direction are weight decay (Hinton
1987; Haykin p201 ,1994) and weight elimination (Weigend et al., 1991; Haykin, 1994,p.
208). Both of these methods add a tem to the network's cosl function which penalizes large
weights. Thus the minimization method tends to drive weights toward zero unless they ale
contributing to improving the performance of the network.

Anothct' factor when designing the architectule of a neural network is the number of featufes
in the data pattems which ate used to perforni a pattem r.ecognition task. The success ofa pat-
tem recognition lask hinges on the predictive power of the features which comprise the data
pattenìs. If there at€ not enough good features to determine which class a pattem belongs to
then a transfomation may need to be made which maximizes the discliminatory ability of the
input pattems. One such method, is principal component analysis (PCA) (Her.tz et al., 1991, p.
204). At the other extreme there may be too many features, some with good pr.edictive power
and othels with poor predictive power. If there ale too many poorly predictive features in the
input data they may act as noise which obscures the class of the input pattem and hinders the
network's ability to classify. The process of removing variables from the data vectols which
arc not useful is called Jèature seleuion (Weiss, 1 991, p. 72). This thesis deals with the appli-
cation of image recognition, where the problem of feature selection is very impoltant because
the network is dealing with a lal€e amount of low level image data, from which it must make
its decisions.
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2.1.4 Fealure Detectors

Ilt their work on using multi-layet perceptl'ons to solve the problem of handwritten digit rec-
ognition, LeCnn, Boser, Denker et al. ( 1989) stress thc importance of using localized feature
detectot's in visual pattelï lecognition tasks. This plinciple is built in to neu|al network archi-
tectures by connecting hidden layer units to a small neighbour.hood of units in the r.eceptive
field. If one considers the activation rule ol an artificial neuron (eq. 2.2) rhen we see that the
activation roughly cotresponds to a cofl'elation (with non-linear transfel function) ol the hid-
den units weights with the activatìon of the inputs to the unit. If there is a strong colrelation
(or anli-correlation) with the weights then the hidden unit will have a stl.ong positive or nega-
tive activation. Low activation indicates that therc is little conelation between the inputs alìcl
the weights. In fhis way a hidden unit can indicate thc pr.esence or absence of a featùÌe at a
particulal location in the rcceptive teld.

2.2 Evolutionary Optimization

Evolutionary algo|ithms are a class oi stochastic optimization tcchniques which a|e inspired
by the mechanism ofnatulal selection found in biological evolution. Because they use random
pemutation l.o move through a search space, they ale related to simulated annealing. The fun-
damental difference between simulated annealing and cvolutionary algorithms is that the lat-
tel work on a population of search points in parallel, whereas simulated annealing evaluates
only a single point at a lime. Each point constitutes a solution in tho search space which can be
evaluated by a cosf or fiÍness lunction which returns a scalar value. The method for selecting
whethel a search point is accepted for the next generation is based upon competition among
the members of the population. In each iteration of the algorithm a new population is gener-
ated based oÌì the previous one, but the least fìt solutions are culled in a ptobabilistic way to
ensure a population with evet'increasing overall fitness. In this section I will give a brief intro-
duction to the genetic algorithm and the possibilities for its application in the design and opti-
mization of altilìciai neural networlis.

Artificial evolutionaly optimization encompasses a bload spectnrm of techniques. Fogel
(Fogel, 1995) divides these into two general categories. genetic ulgorithms (GAs) and evola-
tionary programming (EP). The primary differences are in the way that the two <tifferent algo-
rithms encode the ploblem, and the \¡/ay that they generate new solutions at each iteration of
the algorithm. Evolntionary programming usually defines the problem as a vector of real num-
bers, with a simple interpretation in the problem domain. The method for generating new
solutions from the old population of solutions is to apply some small psrturbation on the
members of the population. Genetic algorithms, on the other hand, encode the pr.oblem space
in a binary string which mimics the structure of genes in biological organisms. The operators
which generate new population members from the old are also based oD the processes found
in genetic replication. The most impoltant of these is genetic r.ecombination, which is mim-
icked by the GA's crossover opelation. The genetic algorithm must also def,ne a mapping
from the abstract repl esentational space of the chromosome to the domain space. The litera-
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ture borrows two tel-ms front biology to desclibe these two spaces. The behavioulal domain is
commonly referred to as the phenotypic space while the coding or. in lormational domain is
called, tl¡.e genoty¡tlc space. (Atmar', 1994) The advantage of using a binary encoding in the
genetic algorithm is that the optimization algo[ithm doesn't r.equire domain knowlecige. The
genetic operations of mutation and cLossover opelate independelìt of the infolmation which
they encode. However', if the problem being optirnized is inhercntly real valued, then a real
iiumber encoding provides a more direct link between the chromosome and the pr.oblen solu-
tion which ìt encodes.

While the work desclibed in this thesis uses a real coded GA, which bonows the iclea of using
real valued teprescntations fi'om EP, the following section describes the canonical, bit string
genetic algorithür and the theory behind it.

2.2.1 The Genetic Algorithm
The genetic algorithm is attributed to Holland (1975). rt operates on problems whose solution
can be represented as a string of symbols. These are the steps in the algorithm as describecl in
(Goldbery, I989).

l.Encode the ploblem as a string using a srnall alphabet of symbols. These
strings ale refenedto as chromosornes. Usually a binar.y alphabet ìs used, but
the necessity of this will be discussed later. The str.ing contains L genes, each
of which determines a pal'ticular feature of the solution which is being
encoded. The position of a gene is its /oc¡.rs, and the set of values whìch a
gene may take on al'e called alleles. H is an example of a short, binary-
encoded chromosome.

ex.H:0110010
2^Generate a random initial population of chlomosomes.

3.Evaluate the fitness of each of the chromosomes in the population according
to an objective îunction which represents the problem being optimized.
'fable 2.1 gives an example of some stÌings with their associated fitness val-
ues. The fìtness is a positive scalar value which increases with the suitability
of the chrornosome. If the function being optimized does not fit these con-
shaints then the value must be converted. For this reason we often speak of
separate objective and fitness values. For instance, if the pr.oblem athand is a
minimization task then the fitness must be inversely related to the objective.

# String Fitness Ea of total

1 0ll0l 169 14.4

2 11000 516 49.2

Total tt70 100.0

TABLE 2.1. A population of chromosomes (Goldberg, f989, p. 11)
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3 0 t000

4 l00tl
64

361

5.5

30.9

'lbtal ll70 100.0

TABLE 2.1. .4, population of chromosomes (Goldbcrg, 1989, p. ll)
4.4 new population of strings is gcnelated by selecting members of the previ-

ous population. One common method of doing this is through 'roulette
wheel' selectior.r. This method assigns each chlomosome a ptobability of
roproduction propol.tional to its fitness, r'elative to thc othet chromosomes in
the population. By analogy to a roulette wheel, each chromosome reccives a
wedge of the roulettc wheel, and chromosomes ale selected by 'spinning' the
wheel until enough have been selected to fill up the next genetation of the
population. Figurc 2.3 shows the loulette lvheel fol the above example.

FIGURE 2.3. Roulette wheel selection. (Goldberg, 1989, p. 11)

S.Apply probabilistic operatols on the chromosomes which nrodify them to
crcate entirely new chromosomes. The two most common operators ale
mutation and crossover'. Mr¡tation is applied by itelating through the chr.omo
some and flipping each bit with a probability called p.n. Crossover is based

on the process of recombination. It is performed by first selecting a pair of
chlomosomes from the population. Next, one locus is selected within the
chromosome with uniform probability, and with plobability, p., the sub-

strings delìned by that locus crossed ovel as shown in Figure 2.4. Several
variations on the crossover operatof also exist, such as two-poin¡ ct'ossover,
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in whìch two loci are chosen to segment the palent chromosomes, or uniJòrm
crossover in which the value at each position in the offspring chromosome is
randomly selected from one of the parents (Davis, 1991).

FIcURE 2.4. Single point crossover

6.The algorithm refttrns to Step 3 and l'epeats itself until some convergence cri-
teria is nlet, or until a maximum number of genelations has been reached.

Thetc is a ploblem with the roulette wheel selection method which occrus latel in the evoln-
tionaÌy process when the population has begun to convelge. Many of the chr.omosomes in the
population will have ûÍless values which are roughly equal. This means that these inclividuals
will have almost equal probabilitìes ofbeing sclected to reprodilce in the next generation and
the progress of the algol'ithm stalls, because there is no selection pressure toward the best indi
viduals. The solution which is usually l.aken to address this ploblen is to linearly scale the r.aw
lìtness valucs of the population to accentuate the diffelences between the individuals, and bias
the selection plocess towards the ones which havr: the gleatest ûtness. Linear scaling as
described by Goldberg (1989, p. 76) is performed by finding constants ¿r and l, such that the
equation ax+å maps the average of the population to the same average, and the best ûtness in
the population onto a value which is twice the ¿ìvorage. This is done in such a way that no
individual receives a negative fitness value. Thus the best individual in the population, even if
its raw litness is only slightly better than the average, will have twice as high a probability of
reproducing as the average member of the population. This technique is used in the experi-
ments which are prcsented in this paper'.

Arother way of selecting chromosomes is rank-based selection (Whitley, 1989). This deter.-
ministic scheme ranks the chromosomes in the population, and linearly assigns a pr.obability
of reploduction based on its lank. This way selection pressure is applied to the population
based on the oldering of an individual's tmess relative to the other members of the popula-
tion. It plovides even selectioti ptessurc irrespective ofhow lalge ol small the gap in f,tness is
between individuals. Another impoltant point nÌade by Whittey in this paper is that population
diversity is important for effective search by a genetic algorithm. Larye populations tend to
improve the genetic diversity of the population, but adjusting the selection operator to have
less preference for reproducing the most lìt individuals can compensate for this. Thus, therc ìs
a trade off to be made between selective pressure and population sìze.

As an optimization algorithm the GA has several advantages ovet other methods. Since each
evaluation of a sample point is independent of evaluations of other members of the population
it is easy to implement the GA in parallel. Furthermore, the GA does not requir.e any pr.oblem
specific informatiolì to operate. The problem domain is treated as a black box which evaluates
search points and retums the fitness valucs. Also, the genetic operators of mutation and closs-
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ovel allow the GA to take widely varying samples of the sealch space. Gradient descent
search methods, on the othcr hand, only sample a single point at a time, make small steps
through a local alea of the problem space, and require that the problem space have a continu-
ous derivatìve. This makes the GA less susceptible to problems which contain many local
maxima (or minima), and it is useful for optimizing par¿metels which do r.rot have a conti¡u-
ously diffelentiable relationship to the pert'ormance measl¡re. Convet.sely, the GA is generally
not capable of finding the optimal solution to a problem, only near.-optimal solutions, br:canse
the genetic opelators do not have the ability to perform a thol'ough search of a local pal't of the
problem domain to find the optimal point.

2.2.2 Schema Theorem

The concept of a schema was introduced by Holland (Holland, 1975) to pr.ovide ¿r theoretical
justification 1'or the opeÍation of the genetic algorithm. This analysis as descr-ibed by Goldberg
(Goldberg, 1989, p. 28) is based on a genetic algorithm with single-point crossover.. The anal-
ysis begins by introducing an extended alphabet for. the chromosome. If a binar.y alphabet is
used then the extended alphabet is y : {0, 1, ì.} , with the addition of 'r as a 'don't-car.e,
symbol. Thus, over a chromosome which is I bits long we may wr.ite a schema as follows:

¡/ : + 1l i.0,¡ + 'r. .

This schema can be found in any chromosome with a I, 1 , and 0 at positions 2,3, and 5
respectively, and any othôr cornbinations of bits at the othel positions in the chromosome.
Duling the processing of the GA such schemata are reproduced, exchangecl, crc¿lted and
destloyed. An analysis of the success of a particular schema at remaining in the populatiou
can be performed if we f,r'st have some definitìous of propertics. The lìrst is the or.der, o (11) ,

of a schema. This is simply the numbel of symbols, not including don't cares, which are con-
tained in the schema. The second property is the defining length of a schema, ô(11) ,which is
the numbel of symbols between the fir'st and the last symbol of a schema includin.g the don't
cales.

The following fot mula shows the expected numbel of instances of a particular schema which
are canied from one generation to the next, taking into account only the process of roulette
wheel selection:

m(II,t+t): m@,tff (EA 2.8)

where /f1) is the average fitness of all the membels of the popuiation which contain the

schema, and j" is the average fitness of the population. Thus, if schema H helps the chromo-
somes which contain it to have better than average fit¡ress, then the constant of growth is
greater than 1 a¡rd the schema will receive exponentially-increasing samples in the population.
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If the opposite is true then the schema, H, will receive a exponentially-decaying number of
samples in the population.

Ncxt, we take into consideration the possibility that a chroll1osome might be destloyed by
mutation or crossover'. An extra factor is added to the above equation desclibing the probabìl-
ity of a schema sulviving intact flom one generation to tho next:

(EO 2.9)

whore I ìs the ovelall length of the chlomosome, 7.r. is the plobability of crossover', and 7r,,, is

the probability of nutation. The second term of the survival factol gives the plobability of the
cì'ossover opelation occurring and the probability that the crossovef point will fall within the
schema's delìning length. The third telm gives the plobability of a bit in the schema bemg
changed by nÌutation. From this eqìlation we can delive what is known as the Schema Theo-
rem: fhat low order schemata, with short detning lenglh, which laise thc fitness of their
rcspective chlomosomes will leceive exponentially increasing trials in the population. Also,
Goldberg estimates that the number of schema which ale processed far exceeds the numbel'of
function evaluations which are pelformed by the GA. He rcfel's to this effect as implicit paral-
lelism.

This gives rise to the concept of building blocks, a collectior.r of such schema which the GA
can sample and combine to create high-fitness chromosomes. This is extremely important in
selecting an encoding from the problern domain to the chromosome. If a good solution to a
ploblem cannot be built up out of smallel building blocks then it is unlikely that a GA will be
able to find it.

Thus we have the important pÌ'inciples of the GA which ale relevant to our discussion. It pr.o-
vides parallel, global search which is less susceptible to local maxima problems. It ls capable
of finding a set of near-optimal solutions. It does not requile domain-specific infomation to
do the sealch other than the ability to evaluate the fitness ofa particular individual in the prob-
lem domain. Finally, good solutions to a problem must be decomposable into good solutions
of a sub-problem, and this must be reflected in the mapping of solutions into chlomosomes.

2.2.3 Discuss¡on of the Canonical Genetic Algorithm
Fogel raises a number of issues and doubts concerning Holland's analysis of genetic algo-
rithms (Fogel, 1994). One apparent contladiction with the schema theorem is the effectiveness
of altemative crossover operators. While the schema theorem would indicate that single point
cLossovel operates by lecombining good building blocks, compalison of different crossover
opelators indicates that, on some problems, uniform crossover is at least as effective as one-
point or two-point crossover despite the fact that it is highly disruptive to the schema con-
tained in the chromosome.

m(H, t + 1) : m(H,,ry|-".(P) - p,,,o@)],
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Anothel ptoblem wifh the canonical genetic algorithm is that roulette wheel selection does not
guarantee the survival of the most fit chromosome from one generation to the next. Thus,
there is no gualantee that the algol'ithm will converge to an optimâl solution, or that it will
converge at all, because it does not maiutain the best solutions that lt has discovered duling
the course of a run (Rudolph, 1994). A simple modification which has been proposed (Gr.efen-
stette, 1986), is to retain the best chlomosome flom one generation to the next. Known as ¿1i¡-
is¡ selection, this ensures that the genetic algorithm will asymptotically converge to an
optimum (Fogel, 1995). Goldberg, on the other hand, argues that this is rìot a problem at all.
He statcs that elitist selection compromises continuing global searching performance for be!
ter local search (Goldberg, 1989, p. I l5).

The concept o1 s¡tuciulity has also been intloduced to genetic algorithns. Spacial GAs view
the population as being arranged in a one or two dimensional geometry, as opposed to a single
pool. This nimics the effect which geographical isolation has on evolving species in biologi-
cal populations. The plimary purpose of spaciality is to make GAs more suitable for.implc-
mentation on palallel computers (Maniezzo, 1994; Goldberg, 1989, p. 208; Below et al.,
1 99I ). The genetic algorithm is naturally parallelizcable because evaluations of the fitness
function are independent and they can be distlibuted among multiple ptocessors in a par.allel
computer. However, the selection ope|ator tequires global communication of infomation
about the population members. Spaciality reduces the amount of global infor.mation r.equired
by restlicting competition to local sub-populations. Maniezzo has identified two models of
parallel GAs. One is the island model which breaks the population up into sub-populatiorìs
which compete among thernselves and periodically exchange their best members with the
neighbouling sub-populations. The other model is the fine-¡4rainetl model where the indivi¿u-
als in the population arc dishibuted on a grid ol toroid and they compete only within a neigh-
bourhood of a given radius. The island model suppol-ts explicit migration among sub-
populations of the most fìt individuals, while mìgration is implicit in the ûne-glainerl model.
Figure 2.5 illusttates how parallel genetic algorithms might be distlibuted thlough a 2-dimen-
sional space.
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FIGURE 2.5. Examples of island model and fine-grained model GAs
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Spacìality rnay also be eflective at promoting population diversity and eliminating premature
convergence by shielding weaker individuals û'om being dominated by exh.aordinarily ût
menlbers of the population (Dellaert and Vaudewalle, I 994). This is related to a technique
known as rticlil¡¿g, which attempts to pronrote diversity by manipulating the fitness filnction to
leward somc individual in the population for finding local extlema in the fitness space as well
as the global maximum or minimum (Goldberg, 1989, p. 185).

2.2.4 Real Number Genetic Algorithms
Anothet experimental dilemma that confronts the schema theorcm is the success of genetic
algorithms using non-binary represell tations. Holland algued that to maxinize the implicit
parallelism that he identilìed opelating in the GA, it would be best to increase the number.of
schemata which exist in each chronosome. He showed that this occurs when the alphabet size
ls lVl : Z . If an optimìzation problen.r is naturally represented using a r.eal vector then this
must somehow be convertecl to a bit-stling reprcsentat.ion. This involves def,ning the rangc
which a value will take, quantizing it and then representing it as a binar.y number using regular.
birary representation or a Gray code lepresentation. However, these encoding pr.oblems tend
to impose artificial effects of limited lange and resolution on to real valued optimization prob-
lems.

Sone researchers have leported grcater success using rnodified versions of the genetic algo-
lithm which use a vector of real numbers as a chlomosome instead of a binary str.ing (Davis,
1991; Michalewicz, 1996; Fogel, 1995). Davis desclibes a generic algorithm which rcplaces
the bit-string used in binary encoding."vith a vectot of real valued numbers. While the genetic
clossover operator can be used as usual, the mutation operator must be modified to operate in
a real number domain. One way of doing this is [o randomly modify each position in a chro-
mosonre with probability pm, but instead of a bit flip mutation, the real number is replaced by
a random number uniformly distributed over a selected lange. In addition to these standard
genetic operatoÌ's Davìs suggests a new Gaussi¿Ln. creep opeïatoÍ \Ãthich, with a given probabil-
ity, adds a Gaussian dis¡-ibuted random vectol'to a member of the population. Thr: cr.eep oper-
ator increases the ability of the genetic algorithm to do local sealch. Michalewicz (1996, p.
105), in particular-, reports that optimization using real valued genetic algorithms is faster,
mole accurate and morc consistent from l'un to run.

The success ofresearchers using leal coded genetic algolithms appears to fly in the face of the
schema theorem. The schema theorenì indicates that low cardinality alphabets are superior,
but real coding implies an extremely large cardinality alphabet. Goldberg (1991) has
attempted to reconcile the two. He hypothesizes that in the early stages of evolution the proc-
ess of selection sewes to narrow the search to the alleles in the initial population which ale
most lìt in a singìe dimension of the multi-dimensional fitness function. In essence, it takes fiÎ-
ness slices along each dimension and lìnds the member of the population containing the allele
which maximally contrìbutes to the fitness of the individual. Thus, selection reduces the
search to a small number of values in each dimension which he refers to as the virtual aLpha-
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het.Tlte search will proceed using the basic alphabet discovered in the early stages of process-
ing while mutation effects a forrn of local hill climbing.

One of the problems with the real numbe r encoding in genetic algorithms is that the GA is no
longer a'black box' optimization algorithm. While GAs which use binary encoding are fair.ly
standardized in the way that they use crossover and mutation, a leal number genetic algofithn.r
requires some injection of ploblem domain knowledge to opel'ate. This is incor.por.ated into
the GA operatols as the range of initial values of the chlomosomes, the range of the random
numbets used in the nìì.ìtation operator, and the variance of the Gaussian distributed randon.r
vectoÌs used in the creep opet'ator. Unlike the parameters of the canonical genetic algorithm
these values ale problem dependent and may require investigation to detemrine good values.
On the othel hand, Davis (Davis 1991 ) believes th¿t the use of problcm specific knowleclge is
what contributes to the success of real lrumber gônetic algorithms when applied to t'cal world
optimization ploblems. He argues that combining a genetic algorithm with previously known
optimization techniques is a good way to improve those techniques to creatl} a hybrid algo-
rithn which outperforms eithel one in isolation.

In this scction we have reviewed sone of the impoltant issues regarding genetic algorithms.
There lemain many open questions within the alea of genetic algolithms itself, and it. is
important to bear this in mind as we tl'y to consh'uct good algorithms which apply these evolu-
tionary techniques to artifìcial neural netwolks.

2.3 Combinations of Genetic Algorithms and
Neural Networks

After having leviewed some of the basic concepts of both genetic algor.ithms and ANNs we
can no,,v look at some of the areas where they might be combined to produce more effective
systens. Schaffer et al. (1992), Balalirishnan and Honavar (1995), and Yao (1993) give good
reviews of the wolk that has been done in this area. Yao in particular plovides a framewolk for.
viewing the wo ( which has been done in applying genetic algorithms to neural networks. yao
identiûes three ways in which GAs have been used in combination with neural networks:
searching the weight space of a neural network, optimizing the architecture, and sear.ching for
new leaming rules of the genetic algorithm.

This section will give a broad overview of the work which has been done in applying genetic
algorithms to optimize both the weights, and architectures of neural networ.ks, in order to give
the l eader a context in which to place the experimental wor'tri described in this thesis.
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2.3.1 Weight Optimization
Thcre ale two ways in which genetic algorithms have been used to optimize the weights of a
neural networli: as a replacement fol the regular gladient descent learning procedures, or in
combination with thent iu some complementary lole. The motivation lor this second metho{
comes from the diffel'ing sealching abilities of the genetic algorithm and thc gr-adient based
methods which are usually used to optinize the weights of neulal networ.ks. While gradient
descent optimization is susceptible to trapping by local nrinima, the multi-point search of the
genetic algorithm allows it to search large multi-modal spaces without getting caught in a
local ninima. ln this section we will review examples of both apploaches to weight. optinìiz-a-
tion.

The lìrst thing to consider when usitrg genetic algorithms to optimize weights is how to leprc-
sent the weights in the GA chlomosome. Given that we are discussing fèed-fbrwar.d neur.al
netwolts in which the aÌchitecture of the network is fìxed, the chromosome which the genetic
algorithn operates on is formed by concatenating all the weights of the network together. The
problem then becomes one of how best to code each weight into the str.ing. One way is to
encode each weight as a binary number (Belew, et al., 1991). To do this the r.ange of values
that each weight in the chromosome is allowed to take and the nunber of bits used to repre-
sent each weight are fìxed. Then a mapping can be spccified fr.om the bounded discr.ete
domain def,ned by the binaly representation to the rcal domain occupied by the weights of the
neural network (Figure 2.6).

FIcURE 2.6. Mapping from unbounded-real to bounded-discrete domain

In addition the type of binaly representation may vary. One possibility is a standard binary
representation. However, some feel that this matries it impossible for the genetic mutation
operator to do effective local search, because the Hamming distance bet."veen neighbouring
numbers in a binary rcpresenlation is frequently greater than one, and the probability of the
exact combination of mutations occunìng to move fi.om one number to its neighbour is very
low. For this reason other lesearchers advocate the use of a binary Gr.ay code which has the
property that adjacent numbers always have a Hamming distance of one.

Fixing the range and plecision limits the solution space which the GA is allowed to explore as
well as the accuracy of the solution. This creates the dilemma that these parameters must be
known in advance and if they are not set correctly then it may not be possible for the genetic
algorithm to find a satisfactory solution irrespective of the capabilities of the sealch technique.
Maniezzo (1994) has proposed one solution, which is to make the encoding precision a paÍ of

mþljlilol
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the chromosome. Thus the precision of the lep|esentation evolves along with the network
weights.

Another apploach, which is not subject to the limits of lange and precision, is to use a real
number genetic algorithm (Mclnemey and Dhawan, 1993; Kitano, 1990). This eliminates the
problem of how best to map the weights of the neural network into the chromosome, but it
also means that the genetic algoÌithm is no longer ploblem independent, because the appr.opr.i-
ate l'auge of values fol the initial population and values fol the mutation and crcep opetators
must be found erthel through experimentation ol heuristic rules.

A second repÌesentation problem is the older in which the weights ar.e concatenated in the
chtomosome. If we adhcre to the schema theorem, then it makes sense to aÌrange the chromo-
some in such a way that the genetic algolithm can take advantage ofnatulal building blocks in
the crcation of the neural network. The hidden unit of the MLP is the nrost logical basic func-
tional block, so it seems natuì'al that the weights connected to each hidden unit in thô network
should be coded as a block on the chromosome. This gives the single point crossover oper.atol.
the best chance of recombining the hidden units to find the best netwolk for the problem.
However, this mises anothet'issûe. The function of hidden units in a neural network is a pr.op-
erty of its connectivity and not its position in the netwolk diagram. Thus, thc hidden units in a
network can be permuted and the network will have equivalent îlnctionality, but the chromo-
some l'epresentation of the network may be quite diffelent. This effect is referred to as the
competinfl represent¿ttions problem (Schaffer', et al.,1992).It admits the possibìlity that two
highly fìt chlomosomes with a good complement of hidden units may be selected from the
population, and after crossover is applied a very unlìt offspring is produced, because the
auangement of the hidden units in the strings ale not the same. Belew et al. ( 1991) make the
case that a good way of combating this problem is to use a small population of chromosomes
so that a a single ordering of the hidden units will dominate the population, but this is essen-
tially the same as saying that they are restlicting genetic diversity.

Once a way of representing the neural netwolk weights is settled the algorithm proceeds as

shown in the flow chart in Figure 2.7. At each itelation of the algorithm the fitnesses of the
chromosomes ìn the population are determined by dccoding the netwolk weìghts and thresh-
olds represented by the values in the chromosome. The fitness of the network is gener.ally
computed by presenting the complete pattern set to the network and taking the sum ofsquared
errors. Once again, this assumes that a feed-folward, supewised neulal network is being used.
If an unsupewised network is being used then a diffelent f,tness critel'ia will have to be usecl.
Also, il the netwolk is being designed for a specific application, then there might be a more
appropriate pelformance measure. This is another advantage ofusing the genetic algorithm. It
is very easy to add new criteria to a ûtness function without having to calculate the derivative.
For instance, Schaffer et al. (1990) compute the fitness function based on the efior over.both
the training pattem set and an additional test set so that the GA selects for generalization abil-
ity in the network.

One of the fir'st stLrdies of the genetic algorithm for.optimizing neural network weights did not
incorporate any gradient search mechanism at all (Whitley, I 989; Whitley and Hanson, 1989).
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Generate an initial population of ch

Decode each chromosome into a neural
nctlvork, and evaluate its fitness - usually the

sum of squared errors over all patterns
in the training set.

the fitness of the chromosome relative
to the rcst of the population.

Apply genetic operators - crossoyer, mutation,
or Gaussian creep fol a real number GA.

satisfied a stopping
based on the population

fitness or the number'

FIGURE 2.7. Flow chart of GA for weight optimization

This study lepresented the network weights as a binaly string and used the squar.ed enor over
the whole pattem set as the objective function of the algorithm. The problems were the XOR,
4-2-4 enco¡l,er and two versions of the 2-bit adder problem. They found that the GA could fìnd
a set of weights to solve these problems, and largel populations (200) could achieve lower
enor rates than smallel populations (50). The two versions of the 2-bit adder problem used
two slightly diffelent architecturcs. One version used four hidden layer units, while the other
used only two hidden layer units, but allowed connections which jump fi.om input to output.
Back-plopagation can find good weights fol the first velsion, but it is known to become stuck
in a local minimum when solving the second. The GA was able to find a set of weights which
provided the conect output for both versions of the network, supporting the idea that the GA
is less susceptible to getting tlapped in local minima than gladient descent algorithms.

Evolutionary proglamming has also been shown to be capable of ûnding the weights for a
neural network (Fogel et al. 1990). Porto et al. ( I 995) perform a compar.ison of back-propaga-
tion, simulated annealing and evolutionary programming for optimizing neural network
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weights. Each algorithm is used ir.r isolation to optimize a thrce layer neural nelwork for. a
sonar signaturr: recognilion task. For purposes of comparison they r"rsed the mean squarcd
enor of the neural netwolk on the haining set as the performance measure, although it is well
known that optinizing error on the training set does not necessarily ploriuce the best classifi-
cation performance (Bishop 1996). Performing twenty runs of each algor.ithrn, and compar.ing
the classifìcation acculacy ofthe three algorithms on both a training set and an equal sized tesi
set, showed that all thlee algorithms were capable of performing good classilìcation. How-
ever, the stochastic algorithms provided more consistent results, and the back-propagation
algorithm frequently became stuck at a local rninima in the weight space. The evolntionaly
programming version of the algorithrn used a population size of fifty. The fact that they were
able to undeltake a re¿l wolld problcrn, with 238 ttaining pattems, attÒsts to the advantage of
not using a hybridized cvolutionary gradient descent algorithm in terms of speed. Thc tÌade-
offs of this decision are fulther explorcd in the discussion of work done on hybr.id methods
(Belew et al., l99l; Mclnemey and Dhawan, I 993).

Other studies have made the point that the genetic algorithm by itself is only capable of {ìnd-
ing suboptimal weights lol a neulal network, due to its poor performance at doing local search
(Belew et al., 1991;' Kitano, 1990; Schaffer et al., 1992). Thus in a compar.ison of accuracy
with gradient descent algorithms the GA can find good solutions very quickly, but in the long
Íun gradient descent algorithms tend to hnd the better solutions. Schaffer et al. ( I 992) refer- to
this as "toltoise and hare behaviour", and it is ilh"rsf'ated in Figurc 2.8

FIGUHE 2.8. Tortoise and hare behaviour (Schaffer et a1.,1992)

This complementary behaviour of genetic algorithms and gradient descent algorithms bas
suggested to many that the two should be combined, with the genetic algor.ithm per.forming
the coalse, global opfimization followed by a gradient descent algorithm to do the local
search. Figure 2.9 illustl'ates how in a noisy, multi-modal search space the genetic algorithm
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and a gradient descent based local search procedur.e might collabor.ate; the GA finding a gr.oup
of near'-optimal points and gladient descent lìnding the nearest local maxima.

FIGURE 2.9. Combining the GA with local search (ßelew et al., l99l)

There are sevet'al ways of rmplementing this combination of optiÍrization algorithms. Kitano
(Kitano, 1990) optimizes the weights of the neural network first using the genetic algor.ithrn,
until some error threshold is leached, followed by a phase ofgradient descent optimizatìon. Al
each generation of the GA the chromosome is intelpreted as a neural network and the squared
enor of the netwolk on the pattelr set is used as the fìtness of the chr.omosome. After a con-
vergence crite|ia is met, the back-plopagation algorithm ìs used to flne tune the weights <iis
covered in the initial phase of tÍaining.

In Kitano's study the raw weights from the chromosome wete uscd to measure the network,s
fitness, whereas ìn Belew et al. ( I 991 ), and Mclnemey and Dhawan ( 1993) some kind of gr-a-
dient descent leaming is perfonned plior to evaluating the fitness. In the second method the
genetic algodthm can be thought of as doing a search, not for a good set of weights, but for. a
good set of staÍing weights for the conjugate-gradient algorithm. In both cases the weights
encoded in the chromosome (the genotype) are conveÍed into a neural netwolk representation
(the phenotype) and the fitness of the chromosome is taken to be the squared en.or after sev-
eral epochs of gradient descent optimization. one can go a step further and take the weights of
the trained neural network and re-code them into the chromosome (Figure 2.10b). This is the
approach used by Belew et al. (1991), and Mclnerney and Dhawan ( 1993), and it is referred to
as Lamarckian evolution, aftel an early theory of biological evolution which assel'ted that

. GA srmple points
o Locally optim¡zed points
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learning during the lifetime of an organism can be genetically inherited by its offspring
Figurc 2.l0 illustrates the difference between the two approaches.
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FIGURE 2.10. The combinations of genetic and gradient descent
optimization: a) Non-Lamarckian and b) Lamarckian

In Kitano's study (1990) he comparecl the training speed of a neural network using the accel-
erated velsion of back-propagation, Quickprop, and the combined GA-BP algorithm men-
lioned above. The problems studied wete the XOR problem, a number of sizes of the encoder
problem ranging from 2-2-2 to 16-4-16, and the two spirals pr.oblem (Fahlman and Lebierc,
1990). It is unclear why standard BP was used with the GA and not Quickprop as this might
skew the result slightly. His conclusions indicate that the GA-BP hybrid converged fastel and
more consistently than the GA by itself, but in general the Quickprop algorithm converged
faster th¿ur the GA-BP algorithm. He does make the concession that the pr.oblems attempted,
except fol the two spirals problem, probably have simple error surfaces which are suited to
gradient descent. A problem with a more complex euor surface might bc mor.e favoulable to
the GA. In addition he observed that the GA-BP hybrid does not scale well to the larger prob-
lems. This plobably occuls because of the increase in the size of the chromosome, and the
concomitant increase in the dimensionality of the search space.

The other two repoús mentioned above (Belew et al., 1991; Mclnerney and Dhawan, 1993)
present a different conclusion. TVhile the idea of taking a computationally intensive iterative
algorìthm like conjugate-gradient and wlapping it in an outel layer. of evolution may sound
excessive, Belew et al. make the argument that in real world problems neural networks using
gradient descent algorithms are not trai¡ed in a single pass. Ifa gradient descent algorithm
doesn't converge then multiple rcstarts with a different set of random initial weights are
required to obtain a satisfactory solution. For this reason, they tan their experiments using a
GA./conjugate-gradient hybrid (GA-CG) algorithm versus conjugate-gradient alone using ran-
dom lestarts. They ran these experiments using a number of different binary encodings of the
network weights which allowed the chromosome to repr.esent weights of varying ranges. ln
the GA-CG hybrid they ran the conjugate-gradienr algorithm for.30 epochs. The problem
under consideration was a six bit version of the symmetry problem and the f,tness function
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was the mean squared en'ol'(MSE) over the pattern set. The results indicate that the GA-CG
hybt'id consistently convelges to a better solution than the CG algorithm with restalts, and the
Lamalckian variant mentioned above outperfoms the cA-cG algorìthm without replacement
of the weights. If the number of rcstarts is equivalent to the number of evaluations used in the
evolutionaly methods then the computational effort is the same. They also observed the effecl
that the networks in the GA-CG hybrid tended to convelge in fewer itelations of the gradient
descent algorithm, since they stalted from mole favourable points in the weight space.

The second important result from this work involves a second set of experiments pelformed to
evaluate the GA for its ability to tune the leaming rate (q ) and the momentum (o) of a back-
propagation algorithm with momcntum. They ran the algorithm several times allowing differ'-
ent ranges of representation and found that the GA consistently convetged on the la[gest val-
ues. Given a large enough range of represcntation they found that the GA selected very large
values 11 : 2.5 , ct : 0.33 for these palameters. This rcsult is natural if we cor.rsidel that
neulal networks, running a fixed number ofepochs of the BP algor.ithn and competing to
achieve the lowest MSE tend to encourage hìgh learning ratcs. While this may be appr.opriate
for the small networks considered hele, we should re member that the stability of the back-
propagation algorithm depends strongly on the leaming rate. If the learning rate is too high
then the algorithm nray not converge smoothly. The conclusion which they dlaw fi.om this
expedment is that networks trained in an evolutionary hybrid algor.ithm can sustain higher
values of the leaming late for mole rapid convergence.

The wolk repofted by Mclnerney et al. (Mclnerney and Dhawan 1993) describes a similal set
of experìments with thc plimaly difference being that they used a leal number genetic algo-
rithm. In these experiments they implemented both methods of combining thc genetic algo-
rithm with gradient descent. In one experiment they used the same method as Kitano. The GA
trains a netwolk to within a threshold of the global minimum of the squared error and then
they optinize it with BP. They refer to this algorithm as GA-BPthresh. In another experiment
they used Lamarckian evolution which tlains each network until it reaches a desired minimum
squared error, or until the change in enor from one iteration of BP to the next stops descend-
ing. The weights resulting from this pl'ocess ate retumed to the chromosome. They call this
variation of the method GA-BPbasic. They point out that in this method BP trains until it gets
stuck in a local minimum and the genetic operators, in effect, help it to jump out of that mini-
mum. Using the 3 bit parity and 4-2-4 encoder problems, they conûrm the results r.eported by
Belew et al. that the GA-BPbasic algorithm convelges more reliably than Bp even with vcry
high values of the learning rate. They also find that the GA-basic algorithm trains faster. and
more reliably than the GA-BPthresh method. This casts doubt, to an extent, on the conclu-
sions of Kitano, that BP is faster than a GA-BP hybrid, because the hybrìd he used was less
efficient tha¡ the one used in the othel two studies.

The major conclusions whìch we can derive from these studies is that a GA-BP hybrid may be
able to outperform BP alone, for two reasons. The GA-BP hybrid can use higher values of the
leaming rate to achieve faster', more robust convergence in the BP computations. Secondly, to
ensure that BP has obtained a good solution, multiple runs with different starting weights may
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be lequired. Thus comparing a GA-BP hyblid against a single run of BP is an unfair compari-
son in terms of computational requirements.

2.3.2 Archilectural Optimization
Artificial neural netwol'k construction is a mole natulal application of the genetic algorithm to
neural networks, because unlike the problem of weight optimization there are few systenratic
techniques lot designing neural network architectures and no guarantee of finding the best
soltttion. In addition, the optimal size or structur(] ofa neural network canuot be easily repr-c-
sented as a difïerentiable cost fttnction which is required for the gr.adient based techniques
used in weight optimization. The ploblem of fìnding a successful architectule is related to the
issue of complexity fìtting discussed earlier'. Thele exist sonle techniques fot lìnding the opti-
mal number ofhidden nodes in a neural Ììetwolk (cascade colrelation) or leducing the nunrber
of unnecessary weights (weight elinrination), but these methods still rcquir.e a number.of
assumptions on the part ofthe designer'. The idea that a genelal optimizing technique such as a
genetic algorithn could be used to find the appropriate architecture is very appealing.

If we considel the range o1'possible neural netwolk architecturcs as a space and thc optimality
of the different aÌchitectules as a surfäce in the space, sirnilar to the errot surface which is
under consideration when optimizing the weights of a neural networ.k, then thele are a number
of rcasons why the GA is supeliol at searching such a space compared to the heuristic tech-
niques mentioned above. Yao (1993) lists five;

"The surface is infinitely large since the number ofpossible nodes and connections is
unbounded.

The surface is non-differentiable since changes in the number of nodcs or.connections
are discrete and can have a discontinuous eflect on evolutionarv artiûcial neurâl net-
wolk (EANN) perfonnance (optimality).

The surface is complex and noisy since the mapping from the EANN architeclure to
EANN performance aftel training is indirect, strongly epistatic, and dependent on ini-
tial conditions.

The surface is deceptive since EANN's with similal alchitectules may have dramati-
cally different information processing abilities and performances.

The surface is multi-modal since EANN's with quite different ar.chitectures can have
very sìmilar capabililies."

The challenge of applying genetic algorithms to the problern ofconstructing a good architec-
ture is in lìnding a flexible and extensible way ofrepresenting the neural architecturc in a
string which can be operated on by the genetic algorithm. Koehn (1994) gives a good over.-
view of some of the wolk which has been done on the problem of encoding. The problem of
representation is fàirly simple for weight optimization of a fixed size neural network alchitec-
ture; the weights are simply concatenated into a vector'. However, architectules whose size a¡d
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connectivity change, lequile a way of lepresenting the varying number of nodes and connec-
tions. This might mean a string lepresentation of variablc size. Also, the network representa-
tion must be closed under the genetic opelators. This means either a representation is used ir
which evel'y possible stling encoding can be irìterpreted as a valid netwotk, or else the genetic
operators must be modified such that only valid networ.lis are produced.

If a lepresentation cannot be created which is closed under the genetic operators, then a
method must be found of handling invalid chlomosomcs. An invalid chlomosome can¡ot just
be given a fitness ofzero, because then the genetic algorithm has no relative way to assess
whether one chromosome is 'less invalid' than anotlìer. Goldberg (1989) suggests that con-
stl'aints be implemented in genetic algorithms by adding a penâlty ternì to the fìtncss function.
This allows the genetic algolithm to differentiatö which solutions are better, even if they are
all invalid.

In mapping the at'chitcctures onto tlte chl'omosonles two appr.oaches are generally taken.
Either the alchitectute is dilectly encoded onto the chromosome as a connection list, or a more
indilect method is used which specifìes the general âth'ibutes of the connectivity as well as a
rule for producing the actual colìnections (Yao, 1993). In this section I will explore several
studies which have used both dircct and indirect encoding methods.

2.3.3 Direct Encoding
In techniques which use a direct encoding a one to one mapping is defined between the con-
nections and nodcs ìn a netwolk and the allelcs in the chronìosome or, as in some studies, no
chromosome is used at all and the network is it's own representation.

The approach taken rn two studies (Bolnholdt and Gtaudenz, 1992; Fogel, 1993) is to forgo
the use of a stdng representation altogetheÌ' and just apply r.andom modifications to the net-
work stlucture itself. Fogel uses the evolutionary plogrammilg model to optimizc the weights
ofa three layel neulal network; i.e. he uses a real number encoding with no recombination and
Gaussian creep as the only operatol. The shxctule of the networ.k is moclifred by adding or
deleting a hidden node with probability p :0.05, and all the weights connecting that node are
initialized to zero. The method did not involve any neural learring procedule. Bomholdt and
Graudenz don't even use a cl'eep operator to modify their. nelworlis. The sole operator is a type
of mutation which, with a specifìed probability, removes a number of nodes f¡om the network,
and with a different probability adds several new randomly connected nodes, with random
connection weights. This mechanism alone, though crude, is enough to generate networks
capable of computing some of the standald boolean functions such as OR and XOR. The rules
of connectivity are extremely general, allowing for asymmetric, recunent network designs.
Because asymmetric networks have no guarantee of stability, the evaluation function gives
each network a limited number of cycles to achieve a stable state, and the fiûress function
rewards networks which stabilize quickly. In other words, unstable asymmetric networks will
not be propagated by the algorithm.
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Another approach taken by some lesearchers can be clescribed as connection based cncoding
(Koehn, 1994). In these experiments the chlomosome encodes the connectivity ofa fixed size
architectule. Maniezzo uses a binary er.rcoding which reserves space on the chromosome fol
every possible connection in a specifìed architecture. One bit is reserved to indicate the exist-
ence of a particular connection, and several bits ale allocated foÌ the weight of the connection.
Thc numbel of bits used to rcpresent th(] connection weights, called the granularity, is
included in the chromosome and is optimized at the sânìe time as the weights. Maniezzo var-
ies the genetic algorithm slightly by assigning diff'erent mutation probabilities fol connection
bìts, glanularity bits, and weight bits. A second study by McDonell and Waagen (1993) also
evolved nctwork connectivity using the evolutionar.y programming approach. The chromo-
some is a real valued reprcsentation of the weights and the mutation operators are Gaussian
creep, together with a new opclator which adds and deletes conrìections in the network with a
probability calculated tiom thc mean variance of the activation of a nocÌe over the data set. A
node which has above aveÌago activation variance has a high pr.obability of making new colì-
nections and a low probability of having connections removed. Thìs nethod of detelmining
the probabilities is based on the assumption that nodcs with high variance in their activations
are p{]rforming a useful computation. while the algorithm only affects the connectivity, nodes
can indirectly be purged fì'om the network by lemoving all connections to them. The fitness
functìon also penalizcs large networks by adding the number of nodcs and the number of con-
nections into the network cost function.

Other studies have used schemes which encode both the nodes and the connections of a net-
worli. Koza ( 1 992) makes the observalion that a chromosome need not be restljcted to the onc
dimensional kind used in the genetic algodthm if anothel geometry is better suited to the solu-
tions being encoded. In the genetic progrttmming (GP) paladigm, developed by Koza, binary
tree shaped chlomosomes are used to represent computer progl.ams constructed from Lisp
explessions. In (Koza and Rice, 1991) the technique is extended so that it can lepresent a
lèed-forward neural network architecture including both the nodes and their con¡rections. The
chromosome consists of a tree containing sevelal different kinds of primitives: the labelled
input variables, numbers rcplesenting counection weights, linear thleshold units and four.
mathematical opelatol's for combining the numbers. The terminal nodes of the tree are
restricted to being input variables and random numbers. The operators which are used are the
same as those used in genetic programming: mutation is the random rcplacement of a subtree
with a new randomly genelated trôe , and lecombination is performed by exchanging subtrees
fÌom two chromosomes. He also uses the concept of a rlefined block. This is an opel.ator
unique to genetic proglamming which encapsulates a subtree of a chromosome as a new prirn-
itive, thus protecting it from further mutation arìd allowing it to be used as a building block in
other chromosomes. The use of defìned blocks helps the method ovetcome the defìciency of
trying to represent an artificial neural netwolk, which is in general a graph structur.e, by a
binaly tree. Fol instance a single hidden unit in a neulal nelworli might have connections to
sevelal output units. The binaly tree does not allow this structure, but it can be imitated
through the use ofdefi¡ed blocks by reusing the same sub-tlee at multiple points in the tree. In
addition each tree has only a single output node. Thus neural networks with mor.e than one
output node must be represented by sevelal ttees concatenated ìnto a list. Figure 2.1 1 shows a
network which computes the two input XOR function. The P's are the units, W's are the
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weights, D# represents att input variable and the addition and multiplication opelators perfolm
the expected opelations. Koza also demonstrates the use of this methocl on the one-bit adder

FIGURE 2.11. Network rvhich computes XOR function.
(Koza and Rice, 1992)

pÌoblem. While the tl'ee based approach works successflllly on these small problens, it is
doubtful that it would be effective for rnote complex problems because the trec basecl chlomo-
some must become unnecessarily complicated to represent even a sirnple fully connected
graph.

A diffefent approach to encoding the nodes and connection of a networ.k is taken by Mor.iar.ty
and Miikkulainen (1994). Their network encoding scheme is inspired by the presence of
markers in DNA. They usc an integer string chromosome, with markers delineating the ends
of a node descliption. The chromosome is interpreted by scanning the string for begin and encl
markers, and the intelver.ring digits are a node delìnition. Each node definition contains a label
naming the node, an initial value for the node activation (this is required because each node is
self-connected to create short term memory), and finally a variable mrmbef of keys, labels a¡<l
weights representing connections to other nodes ìn the network. The chromosome length in
this representation determines not the node count, but the number of comections in the net-
work. The number ofnodes is valiable depending on the number ofbegin and end marker
pairs, which is subject to genetic variation. In this scheme the input and output nodes wele not
rcpresented in the chromosome, only hidden units. Connections ar.e specified by two number.s,
the key and the label. The sign of the key detelmines whether the connection is to an input/
output unif or a hidden unit. If the key indicates an input or.output unit, the sign of the label
determines which. Figure 2. l2 shows the interpretation of one node. The fir.st two numbers
after the start marker indicate the label and starting value of the node. The first connection is
specilìed by 82,3,-5. The posìtive key indicates an inpuVourpur unit. The positive label indi-
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cates input unit 3, and the weight is -5. They tested their netwolks on a game playing problem,

lnltial Value : I

<sr¿u¡><lubel><t,¿tlue><kelo>1Ìabel¡>1vv¡>...<key,.,><label.r,><tv,,><entl>

FIGURE 2.12. Example of a node encoded in
Moriarty and Miikkulainen's scheme

the game of Othello, against an c[ - B game tree program. The net.works creâted were evalu-
ated dilectly; there was no other learning plocedure. The input and output pattems consisted
of boald positions, and the fitness of the network was detemrined solely from its game-play-
ing pelfolmance. The lesults show that the marker encoded GA was able to develop superior.
netwolks more quickly than a GA which optimized the weights fol a fixed architectul.e net-
work. Thus the mutability of the neulal network architectule accelet'ated the learning process.

2.3.4 lndirect Encoding

Besides being subject to the problem of competing lepresentations, the direct encoding of
neural network structul es suffers from a lack of scalability (Kitano, 1 990). Since ther.e is a one
to one mapping between the nodes in the nctwolk and the posìtions on the chromosome the
length of the chromosome grows with the size of the network. Longer chromosomes imply
higher dimensionality search spaces for the genetic algorithm, and this makes the genetic
algoridrm less effìcient at finding good structures.

To combat this problem, several researchels have attempted to decouple the size of the net-
work representation from the size of the network by using more indircct representations,
which define eithel general charactedstics of the network structure or else a set of rules from
which the network s0ucture may be constructed. Here we will leview a number of studies
which have been done along these lines. The first study rcpresents neural networks by specify-
ìng general comectivity characteristics and learning parameters of groups ofneurons. The
other studies all use some form of rule-base, encoded ìn the chromosome, which <Iictates how
to construct a neural network.

The most straightforward of the indirect encoded models was proposed by Harp and Samad
(1991). In this method the neural network is represented as gr.oùps ofneurons called, areas,
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which are encoded in the chromosome as a set of general pal ameters such as the number. of
neurons, a numerical label, the learning rate of the bias weights, and a height and width speci-
fying a two dimensional auangement of the neurons. They use a variable length binary chr-o-
mosome which is divided into sections, called area parameter spccifications (APSs). The
chromosome contains a list of APSs including: an input area, an output area and a variable
numbel of hidden areas. Associated with each APS is a number of projection speciûcation
lields (PSFs). A PSF describes another area to which the associated area is connected using
either the area's numerical labcl o| a relative referencrng method. It also specifies the density
of connections to that atea, the lealning Íate of the weights and the two dimensional geometry
of the connections. A simplified diagram of a sample chlomosome is shown in Figur.e 2.13.
Thc algorithm uses the standald mutation operator, but the crossover opel.ator is a slightly
modiûed two-point crossovet'such that the chromosomes are only broken at the ends of area
and projection specilìcations. This allows the crossovel operator to handle the existence of
variable length chtomosomes by exchanging functionally interchangeable blocks. This coding
scheme still allows the creation of invalid chlomosomes. These are handled in one of two
ways: chromosoûes with severe problems ate culled from the population, ¿urd chromosomes
with less sevete abnormalities are used, but the invalid poÌtions of the chromosome are not
exprcssed. The fit.ness of a network is evaluated by tlaining it using back-pr.opagation. The
actual fitness lormula contains a number of weighted temrs including lealning time, netwolk
size, and accuracy. This method was applìed to sevel'al problems including XOR, a 4x8 digit
recognition ploblem, and a sine function approximation. It was found that the GA consistently
constructed netwolks which could be trained to peffolm the tasks faster.than did networks
constructed from a random search.

End of Alea Marker

Sta¡lol Aiáa Marker
AreaSpdciRcarion ProjecrionSpecification

FIGURE 2.13. Chromosome structure with area and projection specs.
(After Harp and Samad, 1991)

The other, more popular, approach to indirectly specifying neural network stluctu¡es is the use
of ploduction rule grammars. Rather than specifying the neural architecture in the chromo-
some, the chromosome contains a number of replacement rules with left hand side (LHS) pat-
tems and right hand side (RHS) patte[rs, which can be used to develop a network. If the LHS
of a rule appeals somewhere in the network, the RHS is substituted for it. The LHSs and
RHSs consist of a set of symbols. Some symbols may be replaced and others, called terminal
symbols, may not. The process begins with a single symbol, or axiom, and the replacement

F
StaÍ of Projectiorr Marker

,/
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plocess operates until eitheÌ there are only terminal symbols left in the rcplesenation ol a
speciûed number of itelations have occurred. What is left at the end should be a dûect r.epr.e-

sentation of a valid neural network. Il the LHSs of a set lules depend only on the symbols
being replaced, then the glammar is said to be context lree. If, on the othel hand, the rules
depend also on the neighbouring symbols of the symbols being leplaced then the gr.ammar is
called context sensitive.

Kitano (1 990) uses a context free lewÍiting gramm:ll to specify the connectivity matrix of an
artificial neural netwo[k. Each chÍomosome contains a set of rewriting rules for generating the
connectivity matlix. The set of symbols used is acollection ofuppelcase lettcrs and l6lower-
case letters. Each of the uppeÌcâse letters leplesents a non-temrinal and can be replaced by a
set of lowercase lette|s, while each of the lowelrcase letters is leplaced by a fìxcd patteût of
2x2 bits. The bits are the teminal syrnbols of the grammar. The construction of a neural net-
wol'k begins with a specific uppercase lettel known as the start symbol. The first rule appear-
ing in the chromosome which specites a rewriting mle fol this symbol is invoked. This
substitutes the axiom with a2x2 matrix of mole symbols. Likewise, each of these is replaced
by a 2x2 matrix of symbols. The dimension of the matrix doubles at each iteration of the algo-
rithm. The last leplacement fì'om lowercase lettel's to bits uses fìxed mappings fi.om the six-
teen lowercase lette[s to the sixteen combinations of 2x2bits. For a f'ecdfolward neural
netwodr only the upper triangle of the connectivity matrix is needed. Each transfolmation is
encoded by 5 allele positions on the chlomosome, the LHS and the lour RHS symbols. The
first position in the chromosome is fixed to be the starting symbol, S, so that there is guaran-
teed to be a lule fol this symbol. Figule 2.14 shows the development of â network stafting
with the initial symbol, and ending with a final connectivity matrix. The networtri is evaluated

S

a) Initial State
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^aaaaa
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d) Cycle 3 (Final State)

Defined Netwolk

c) Cycle 2

FIGURE 2.14. Network generated by Kitano's method (Kitano, 1990)

by training it on the problem set using back-propagation and random staÍing weights. In the
second incamation of this method (Kitano, 1992) fhe algolithm was extended so that the ter-
minating symbols were no longel single bits but several bits which could serve as indices into
a landomly generated weight lookup table. In this way the chromosome could specify, in addi-
tiÕn to the network architecture, a distribution of the initial weights. Kitano also brilgs the
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colìcept of global and local search to the optimization of architectur.es by suggesting that a
netwoÌk leduction phase which pnrnes disconnected and redundant nodes from the network
would help to fìne tune the development process.

Kitano ran expeliments on the binary cr.rcoding ploblem ofvarious sizes compaling perfonl-
ance of the grammar encoded neural netwot'k desclibed here ver.sus a lìxed architecture
encoding. The fÌtness was the total squaled elrol after 10 epochs of back-propagation leun-
ing. The fesults show that the performance of the fìxed sized alchitecture degracles with the
increasing size of the problem, while perfbrmance of the grammar encodecl network rentains
relatively constant. Kitano makes thtee points about the success of thìs encoding method.
First, it allows unified substructurcs to be encapsulated and moved ar.ound by the genetic
operatols. Second, the weights co-evolve with the architecture. Thir.d, new lules may be cre-
ated which tligget on the same syrnbol as a previous lule, but the old r.ule is not destr.oyed. It
stìll exists in the chlomosome and may be usefil at a later point in tin.re. This is an effect
which also occurs in natural genetics.

Two othel studies use context sensi tive gr ammar encodings f'or neural networks (Belew, 1 993;
Boels et al., 1993). Belew uses a gramm to encode polynomial networ.ksl and takes advan-
tage of the fact that a polynornial neulal netwolk calì be Ìepresented on a two dirnensional
grid. This plovides the context fol'the lules in the chromosome. Each node in the network can
have up to foul neighbours on the two dimensional grid and it also has an intemal counter
which counts down, limiting the numbel of rules which can be execùted for each no<le. The
LHSs of the production rules are patteÍns ofneighbours and a node's ìnternal clock state. The
right hand side contains actions which the node can perfonn, such as spawning a new r.reigh-
bour node, ticking down its countelor connecting to a neighbouring node. Network develop-
ment begins with a single node and, at each step, every node in the network searches the list of
rules in the chtomosome looking for one that applies to its state until its internal clock |eaches
zero, halting development. The GA uses four specialized mutation operators: randomly
change the elements of a production rule, randomly swap two rules in the chromosome (rules
which appear earlier in the ch¡omosorne take plecedence), trim a number of rules from the
end of the chromosome, or duplicate a rule and insert it somewhere in the chl.omosome. Thus,
rules compete for precedence in the rule base, and the rules which best contribute to the fìtness
of the generated neural netwolk help the chromosome to sulive. The method was applied to
an experiment in time series prediction of data generated by the chaotic logistic equation.
Since the data is generated by a second oÌder polynomial a solution to the problem exists. The
expelimental results show that the GA population is initially dominated by first order approx-
imations, which are overtaken by second older approximations. Figure 2. l5a clear.ly shows
the reduction in eror after about 500 generations, and Figure 2.15b shows that at exactly the

I . Each laycr of a poìynomial neural network computes products, rather than sums, of neural ¿ctivation in the
previous layet. Each successive layer produces terms of higher order Thus a three layer polynomial network
produces a third degree polynomial as its output.
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same point in the evolutionary process the number of non-linear polynomial networks in the
population dramatically increases.

a)

FIGURE 2.15. a) The population minimum and average fitness and b) the number
of non-linear polynomials in the population (Belew, 1993)

Boers et al. (1993) make use of a more traditional form of context sensitive grammar rules.
The rules represent strings of symbols with left and right contexts. The symbols are the set

{A-H, 0-5, t,l }. The letters represent nodes and the square brackets serve to encapsulate mod-
ules ofnodes. The digits, called skips, indicate which modules are connected to which. A
node or module followed by a number, ¿ indicates that it is fully connected to the node ot
module which is x skips to the right ìn the string. Starting from the axiom symbol, rules from
the chromosome are invoked until no more rules apply or until 6 iterations have occurred.
This prevents inûnite loops. At the end, the string of symbols and skips can be converted to
tbe nodes and connections of a neural network. A unique characteristic of this method is that
the bit string is converted to rules by reading it twelve times. It is read starting at the begin-
ning of the chromosome and then agaìn starting at each of the first six bits. The same process
is repeated reading the string backwards. This further compresses the representation of the
neural network by reusing the information in the chromosome several times over. The method
uses the regular genetic operators, ând the fitrress evaluation is the network er¡or after an
unspecified number of epochs of back-propagation leaming, starting from random initial
weights.

Another method proposed by Gruau (1992) is based on Koza's genetic programming para-
digm ( l99l ). Each t¡ee shaped chromosome is a program specifying the development of the
network. Network development begins with a single node with a 'read head' placed at the top
of the program tree. The node reads the instructions at the vertices of the tree, executes them
and descends the tree. The programs consist ofa few primitive operations. There are two divi-
sion operators which replace a single node with two new nodes in a parallel or sequential
aÍrangement. (At this point, the program tree branches and each node continues reading the
program from a different branch of the tree.) When nodes divide they are automafically fully
connected in a feed-forward arrangement. There are also operators for setting values in the

b)
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netwolk, such as connection weights and node thÌesholds. Thele is a wait operatol which tem-
polarily halts the program development. Another opelator, which provides this replesentation
scheme with much of its power, is the recursion opel'atot. This oper.atot causes a node to go
back to the stat't of the trte and begin developrnent ovel again. This allows celtâin substruc-
tures in the netwolk to be repeated several times over. A global variable callcd the life param-
eter limits the number of times that lecursion can occul'. This recursion operation allows the
generated neural networks to scale very well, on problems which have a natural repetitive
structure to them. Gruau demonstl'ates this on the n input pality problem. In the early stages of
the genetic algorithm, the netwol'ks are trained oÌr the two input XOR pr.oblem. Once a net-
wolk is discoveled which solves this, incleasing the value ofthe life parameter allows deeper
recursion, and the GA quickly finds structures which solvc larger versions of the problem.
Since the chromosomes ale tree shaped, as in genetic ploglamming, the Ìecombination and
mìitation opeÌators used are also the samc. The GA uses a chromosome population with a two
dimensional geometly, and individuals in the population can only recombine with chr.orno-
somes which are nealby on the grid (Figure 2.5). The benoflts ol this method are those pro-
vided by spaciality in genetic algorithms (see section 2.3.3).

All of these studies, usìng lndirect encoding of neural networks, repolt good results on the
simple ploblems on which they were evaluated and they should be scalable to lalger prob-
lems, but therc is no experimental evidence yet to support this clâim. The scope of the studies
has likely been limited by the computational effolt lequired to evahìate a neulal network on a
problem apploaching rcal world complexity.

The experimental worli presented in this thesis has more in common with direct encoding
schemes than the indilect ones, although it does provide a mechanisn lor the GA to perform
limited tuning of the network stl'ucture. The final section of this chapter introduccs the appli-
cation studied experimentally in this thesis, the use of GAs to evolve fcature detectors for neu-
ral networks, and leviews some wo i which is directly related to this task.

2.4 Genetic Algorithms for the Selection of
Feature Detectors

The expeliments that are described in this thesis are an attempt to apply genetic algorithms to
the problem of finding good hidden layer feature detectots fol use in effective pattem recogni-
tion. The primaly motivation fol this lesearch comes from the observation that extracting low
level local features, which can be combined to form higher order featules, is an effective
method of performing this task (LeCun et al., 1989). While LeCun et al. employ constr.ained
back-propagation to obtain the feature detectors in their model, work by Dellaert and Vande-
walle (Dellaert and Vandewalle, 1994) suggests anotheÌ approach. In their experiments they
employ a genetic algorithm to find a local template fol a two layer.cellular neural network
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type structule. Each hidden unit is connected to a small neighbourhood (5 x 5) ofunits in the
11x8 input layer', but there are no intra-layer connections as in a gener.al CNN architecture.
The hiclden layer and the output layer are fully connected as illustrated in Figure 2.16.

FIcUBE 2.16. Structure of the single fcature detector network

The ploblem these authot's addtessed was font independônt lecoguilion ofdigits. The pattems
used were images of the digits frorn two fonts. A genetic algor.ithm was enrployed to find the
local tcmplate fol the hidden layer and BP was used at each itelation of the GA to train the
weights of the output layer on the l0 digits of one font. They then evaluated the fitness of a
feature detector based on the number of digits which the netwolk could cor.rectly classify in
the second font. Morc of the details of this algoÍithn will be prcsented in the next chapter.

As mentioned in section 2-1.3 feature selection is the term used in the statistical literalure to
refel to the process of detelmining which inputs to a classifìcation syslem provide the gteatest
discriminatory power among the patterï categories, and excluding those inputs which provide
less inlormation. The use of local feature detectols in image recognition is related to the proc-
ess of fealure selection, becar.rse both techniques are an attempt to reduce the dimensionality
of the infor¡ration which is being presented to the neural network by eliminating those paÍs
of the input data which ale not useful lor classification. In the next two sections several stud-
ies will be described which are directly related to the problems of featule selection and char-
acter Ìecognition.

2.4.1 Fealure Selection

Two studies have successfully applied genetic algorithms to the task of selecting features from
a data set intended for classifìcation by a neural network (Brill et aL.,1992; Flotzinger et al.,
1994).'|he approach taken in both studies \Ã/as to represent all the inputs to a neural netwo (
as single bits on a chromosome, and the string of bits in the chromosome then detel.mines
which inputs are used and which are ignored. The chromosome is evaluated by attempting to
classify the patteln set using just the inputs specif,ed. Because training and testing a neural
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network on the pattern set is computationally expensive, in both cases they evaluate the prc-
dictive capability of a set offeatules by implementing a nearest neighboul classification. Brill
et al. algue that while the neural network - in this case, a countet propagation network is
faster as an actual classilìer, because it requires fewer computations, lhe nearest neighbour
algot'ithm's errof can be evaluated faster without the extensive traìning period. In addition
they velify experimentally that a nearest neighbour. classilìer gives a reasonable appr.oxima-
tion to the classification fesults of the counter propagation networ.k. They concede, however,
that using a different classifier, othel than the targeted one, can introduce a bias. The results of
these two experiments indicate that a genetic algorithnr can be an effective tool for selecting
which inputs in a patlem set are the most valuable for classification.

2.4.2 Olhe( Uses of the GA to Find Feature Detectors
In (Koza, 1993) Koza uses the technique ofgenetic programming (Koza, 1992) to find featurc
detectors for the ploblem of chat'acter recognition. In this paper Koza uses a chromosome
consisting of logical operatofs aud directional motions for an imaginaly turtle which tl'avetscs
the image sealching for on and offpixels. Ifa chlomosome/ploglam is found which dirccts
the turtle to travelse the shape of a character; testing for. the colrect on ancl off pixels as it
moves along then it is able to generate a final output ûrdicating if it is a char.acter, and if s9,
which charactet. In the experiments the fitness functior.r was the ability of the chromosome/
plogram to distinguish between two characters, I and L. Koza reported that usil.tg a pattem set
of 4 x 6 images consisting of the I, L and 76 negative test cases the GA was able to fìnd an
individual capable of correctly classifying all posilive and regative test cases.

A similar approach was taken in (Tamburino et al., 1995), except. that the feature detectors in
question wete operators based on mathematical molphology. Each chromosome consisted ofa
vaÌiable numbel of these operatol's which ale applied to an image, and the resulting output is
fed into a single layer neural netwolk or a nearest neighbour classìfier. The chlomosomes of
the initial population consisted of a landomly constructed set of morphological operators. At
each genefation, the chlomosomes were recombined using crossover, and mutated by r.an-
domly adding and deleting detectors from the chromosome. The test problem was recognizing
digitized text, including capital and lower-case alphabetic char.acters, digits, and punctuation.
These authors found that a population of only 1 6 chromosomes could tnd a set of detectoïs in
less than 40 generations, capable of recognizing the pattems with 94.3Eo accüacy.

These two papers exemplify hor.v the GA can be used to f,nd non-neural type feature detectors
which can effectively solve the ploblem of character recognìtion.
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CHAPTER 3 Experiments

3.1 lntroduction

This chapter describes experiments which r.vere pelfbn.ned to expand and improve the hyblicl
genetic algorithm neural netlvork technique desclibed in (Dellaer t and Vandewalle, 1994). An
experiment is described which repeats the technique of that study to assess the merits of the
method that they employed. In furthel experiments, some of the ideas are expanded to involve
multiple featule detectors, and a cooperative-competitive method 1'or evaluating the fitness of
networks consisting of multiple templates. A final set of exper.iments are descr.ibeci which
conlparc the diffelent evaluation methods, and test their ability to generalize on a pattem clas-
sifìcation task. The chaptel begins with a description of the software which was written to
cany out these experiments. The software description is pr.imarily for.the benefrt of those
using or adding to the simulations.

3.2 Software

The software fol these experiments was wfitten in Standard C and employed the Xelion 3.0
neural network simulator (vancamp et al., 1992). Xerion consists of a set of simulators which
implements several different nlodels of neural networks. The simulator has a command line
interface with a set of commands fol constructing and deconstructing the links, units and lay-
ers of a neural network, as well as code which implements various gradient descent optirniza-
tion algorithms fot adjusting the network weights. In addition, there are X Window based
visualization tools for viewing the values of Detwork weights and activations, and graphing
different qua:rtities such as the errof function over the course of a training session. The Xerion
simulator also uses a run-time type systenr which scans c header ûles, and uses this infom.ra-
tion to implement two commands, set and shoq which allow users to access and modify an
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algodthm's data structules from the command line at run-time. Xerion also suppotts a help
system. The usel'can obtain a list of available commands by typing heLp, and can obtain spe-
cifìc information about a givelr command by typing help lcommand_namel . All of the
new commands added to the sinulator fbl the GA/NN experiments are distinguished by the
prefìx qa at the start of the cornrn¿ìnd name.

The code fbr the algorithnis presented here is ìmplemented as a sct of new commands in the
Xerion framework. The genetic algorithm code is based on the SGA-C implenìentation by
Smith, Goldbelg and Earickson (1994). This is a C implenrentation of a basic, binary str.ing
encoded genetic algorithm. This code was heavily modified to support a real coded genetic
algo|ithm, two-point crossover, the rcal cleep operation, and sevelal different fìtress func-
tions. However, the main organizing loop of the GA remains mostly unchanged. A latge clata
strucfure was added to xerion, called gatnf o (of type cARec - defìned in the header.files),
which stores the arTays of chromosomes fbr the cur.r.ônt and previous gener.ation, the best
chromosome found throughout the run, and a valiety of statistics of the evolving population.
Many important pal'ametefs foì'the algorithms are stored in the garnfo structule and these
can be accessed using set and show. Anothel important data structule implemented in the
simulator is the rndividual sûucture which stores all the ilttbrmation lelated to a single
chromosome, including the allay of real numbels which constitute the chromosome. The olcl
and new populatioÌìs stoled in galnfo ale an'ays of Individual structs.

The SGA-C code was designed to be modular in the sense that new objective finctions which
intelpret the chromosomes and retutn a real objective value can easily be aclded. In this case a
selies of objective functions have been added, which decode a lirst layer feature detector ot
sct of fealure detectols fi'om a chromosome, that is then used to construct a two-layef neural
network for the classitcation task. The objectivc function tlains the neulal netwolk for a f,xed
numbel of epochs of a gladient descent optimization algorithm, employing either regular
back-propagation or conjugate-gradient leauring rules, and returns a measurement of the clas-
sif,cation performance. Since thele are sever.al differ.ent models being tested, each with
slightly diÎfetent chromosome stÌncture, all the routines which deal with the chlomosomes are
implernented as function pointers in the garnf o stlucture. Thus, the main loop of the genetic
algorithm can operate without specific knowledge of which moclel is being run. The frinction
pointets are set at the command line by two commands: gaSetob j ective and gasetse -
lection. The former sets up the version of the objective function which is being used. Thìs
diclates the size and make-up of the chromosome. The thlee objective function options are
multiple-template, cooperative-competitive and the cooperative-com petitive with subpopula-
tions objective functions. The gasetselection command detemines which selection
algorithm is being used: r'oulette wheel with scaling, the local selection algorithm, or the sepa-
Ìate sub-population selection methods introduced for the last experiment. The selection
method actually consists of a set of four function pointers internally. Each selection method
implements it's own version of these four functions. There are two functions, selectAl -
locMen and selectFreeMem, for allocating and de-allocatrng memory needed by the
selection function for bookkeeping purposes. The preselect function converts objective
values to fìtness values prior to the selection process. In some cases this does nothing, but for
the roulette wheei algorithm this function performs the lineal scaling so that the fitnôss value
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ofa chl'omosome is actually diffelent lrom the objective value retulTìed by the objective func-
tion. Finally the function sef ect is called by the main loop of the GA to select a sir.rgle chro-
mosome out of the population for Íeproduction. While the gaSetob j ective and
gaSetSeLection commands are plovided for setting the objective function and selection
operatol, other parameters of the GA are set by thc user nanipulating the gatnf o sttucture
directly. This is done via Xedon's built in set command.

Since the type of objcctive lunction being used detelmines the stl-ucture of the chromosome,
the gasetob j ectíve nìust be invoked before other commands to consttuct and initialize
the population of chromosomcs. gaAddPop takes âs a parameter the numbel ofchromo-
somes in the population as well as the width and height of templates being used. This inforna-
tior.r, in conjunction with the prcviously set objective fttnction, is used to allocate memory for
the chromosome stluctuÍes and appfopriate length afl'ays fol the chromosome itself. Anothel'
command galnitPop accepts as a parânÌetel a mean and radius for raudomly initializing
the population. A thìrd conmand which is integlal to the GA fìrnctionality is gaRun which
comn1ences the main loop of the genetic algorithm. These three commands a1l change their.
ftlnctionality based on thc setting of the objective ftÌnction pointer.

As mentioned there are thlee objective functions in the code which detelmine thc fìtness value
of a palticular chromosome, one for each of the three algorithms implernented. These three
routines all accept a pointer to an alray of Individual structs containing the population.
The routine accesses the cul'rent network pointer', and it destroys and reconnects all the lìnks
in the fir'st layer of the network. It trains the netwolk on the training example set, for the
number of il.erations specìfied in the gaI nf o structure, using anothet' l'outine called gaMin -
imize. Another function called performance counts the number ofconect classif,cations
of the netwolk on the validation example set. The objective lunction r.epeats this proccss a
fìxed numbel of times. For the routine called gaMu ltiTenplateob j it constlucts a
number of networks equal to the size of the population. The other two objective functions,
gacocompobj and gaSubPopcocompobj, constluct the number of networks specified
by the galnf o. numsaneTrials parameter. The perfor.mance of thc current neur.al net-
work can also be measuled by invoking the gaPerf ormance command fi'om the command
line. This makes it easy for the usel to interactively manipulate and evaluate the neural net-
work.

The three genetic operators: cfeep, mutation and crossover, also change according to the
objective function which is being used. For instance, if the multiple-template or cooperative-
competitive algorithms are being used, then the chromosome positions which specify the tem-
platc location are treated differently by the mutation and creep operators than the positions
which specify weights - they have a much larger allowed range. Fol this reason these opera-
tors are also implemented as function pointers in the galnf o structure. There is only a single
instance of the crossover function, called gaCrossover, which implements two-point
cl'ossoveÌ. However, there are separate creep and mutation functions fol each of the single
template, muitiple-template and cooperative-competitive algorithms.
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Befote the evolution begins, the data structures are allocated for a two-layer network which is
alteled by the fitness function of the GA in order to evaluate the chr.omosones- Before the
gaRun comnìand is invoked, a routine called gaBuildNet automates the consh.uction of a
two-layer network. The hidden and output layers of the network ar.e fully connected, but the
input and hidden layers are left unconnected, as is the bias unit and the hidden layer.. These
connections are created by the various objective functiolìs genetic algor.ithm code when they
evaluate the chlomosomes. The number ofhidden layer units are specifìed by the numTem-
plates field of the gatnfo structure, the numbel of output lâyer units are specified by the
numoutputs lìeld, and the number of input unils ale specified by the inageHeight and
imagewidth fields. These fìclds ale set by the user of the sotiware, but they must be equal
to the size Õf thc inpltt pattems which are being used, oI an eruor will rcsult.

While cross-valiclation is a common neural network technique, it is not built into Xerion, so an
additional commaûd called gaCros sva.L idateExp was added to the simulator.. This com-
mand trains the neural netwo|k on the training example set, but it peliodically stops to check
how well the network classifies the validation example set. This command allows the uset'to
specify the maxinlum number of training iterations, and how frequently to stop training to
check the classification performance. The performance measure used is not the squared eror
of the output units, but the same percentage classifìcalion measurc used in all the genetic algo-
ri thnr expet'imetìts. It records the best classif,cation pelformancc on the training set, the vali-
dation set, and the average performance on both of those sets.

Suppot't was also added to the network for a conftrsion matrix. A confusion nâtl'ix contains a
number of rows and columns equal to the number olclasses of pattems in the data set. Every
time a patteÌlr is implessed on a neural network the matlix element in the row rept'esglÌting the
cortecf class and the column leplesenting the class actually indicated by the network is incle-
mented. Thus, by viewing the confusion matrix one can easily see how many classifications
the networli is making colrectly (indicated by the dragonal elemcnts), how many are incorrect
(indicated by the off-diagonal elements), and which classes the neural networ.k is confusin"
The command gaAddconf usion allocates menÌory for the conftision matrix, using the
value in galnf o. numoutputunits to indicate the number of classes ln the data set
which the network is being trained for. The command gaClearConf us ion r.esets all the
elements to zelo, and the command gaprintconf us ion, displays úe confusion matrix, as
well as the percentage con'ect broken down by class. The performance contains the code
fol updating the confusion matrix. Thus, the confusion matrix is incremented whenever the
neùl'al network is evaluated on an example set, either inside the gaperf ormance com-
mand, or in the intemal loop of the genetic algorithm.
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3.3 Experiments with Single Feature Detectors

3.3.1 Description of the Experiment
The pulpose of the lìrst set of expe ments was to reproduce the results demonstr.ated by Del-
laert and Vandewalle in their papel describing the use of the GA to find local feature derectol's
fol pattem recognition neulal networks (1994). As mentioned in the previous chapter., the
basic concept of their application ofGAs to the training of neural networks was to evolve a
5x5 local fèaturc detector which would make up the hidden layer of a two-layer.MLP for.clas-
sifying I 1 x8 bit.maps of the digits fì'om two different fonts.

The hiddcn layel of the neural network contains the same number of units as the number of
pixels in the input images, as depicted in Figure 2.16. The single feature detectol.is connected
at every possible position in the leceptrve fìeld. Each unit in the fir'st layer calculates the corre-
lation of the feature with the input image at that position, and then passes the r.esult through a
non-linear transfer function (eq.2-1), (eq. 2.2).In this case thc non-linear. function is the logis-
tic firnctìon:

The output layer ofthe network contains ten units, each of which is fully connected to the first
layer. The pattern sets which ale used for tlaining and testing the network consist of bitmap
images of the digits 0 thlough 9 flom two different typefaces. The pattems in the training set
are the digits of the I 2 pt. Geneva font (Figure 3. I a) and the digits in the validation pattem set
are taken fi'om the Courier font (Figule 3.lb). Thus, there is one outpuI unit for each class of
input patteln. The desired behaviour of the classificâtion network is that the presentation of a
digit to the network will cause a stlong activation of the colresponding output unit and very
weak activation of all othel output units. The degree to which a network achieves this desired
behaviour is measured by the GA's fitness function.

The fìrst layel of werghts is generated by a real number genetic algorithm. At the evaluation
stage of the GA each chromosome in the population is decoded as a 5x5 feature detector.
Every unit in the first layel of the network is connected to a 5x5 patch in the input image and
the weights are lìxed using the values in a given chromosome. During the second par-t of the
evaluation the weights in the second layer of the neural retwork ar.e randomized and then
trair.red using the back-plopagation algorithm. Assuming a logistic transfer function, for a
given pattern, the learning rule for an output unìt, i, can be written as follows (r.efer. to
Figure 2.1):

ô, : s.y,. (1 -t) . @,-t,)

y : .f(x) : 11 + n--') 
I

L,wr, : -õ¡.oj

(EO 3.1)

(EO 3.2)

(EO 3.3)
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(b)

FIGUBE 3.1. Input patterns for the digit recognition problem

Lb:-õ (EO 3.4)

wherc y is the actual output of the unit, r/ is the desired output of the unit, cr is the learning
Íate, w i.i is the weight corìnecting the output, o;, of hidden unitj to the output unit, and å, is

the blas term of the output unit. ò, is an explession which is used for notational convenience.

The term y, . ( 1 y,) is the first derivative of the logistic function arrd (d,- y) is the eü.or

term. This leaming rule results from the minimization procedure of the sum of squared enor
function defined in (eq. 2.5) and, (eq. 2.6).

The network is ttained for thlee entire passes of the Íaining patten set (30 presentations in
all). After each presentation ofa pattem the output layer weights are adjusted according to the
learning rule. Since the GA fitness function depends only on the classification rate of the net-
work, the actual value of the squaled enor is ignored for the purpose of detemining the net-
work's fitness. In the ûnal stage of evaluation, a network is evaluated by testing its
classification performance on the second set of digit pattems. The fitness fomula is the classi
fication percentage, plus a second term call ed the selectivity which measures the degree of
confrdence of the network's prediction:
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¿=0

! P,,: l0 + s,,, max(Y) : Y,,

I p,,:0, max(yl+ytl

I s--.r : v - - \ v.]t J gL't

(EO 3.5)

(EO 3.6)

The fitst of these equations iterates over the ten paÍ.l.erns in the validatiou set and computes the

number correct scaled by 10. For each pattern which is colrectly classified, a second term s,, is

added, which measules how much gleater the activation of the winning output unit was than
tho average ofthe losing output units. Multiple units which are strongly activated indicate that
thcre is doubt ìn the network's classification. The selectivity formula neasules this. The final
tesult ofthese computations is used as the Íìtness of the neural network in classilying the vali-
dation set.

Figure 3.2 shows the stlucture of the chlomosome. Each position on the chromosome con-

Vr'eight
nultipliel 5x5 Featür'é detector \\,eights

FIGUBE 3.2. Structure of the chromosome

tains a real number, reptesenting eithel a \ /eight in the featur€ detector or the unit's bias value.
The weight multiplier is a value which scales all of the weights and the bias. By including the
weight multiplier in the chromosome, the GA has a way of very coarsely finding a range for.
the weights in the featule detector. The weights of the second layer of the network ar.e in no
way encoded in the chromosome. This dilfers from many of the studies discussed pr.eviously.

Dellaert and Vandewalle (1994) rnake use of a real number genetic algorithn. They use a two
point crossover operatol', and forgo the use of a leal nutation operator, as did Mclnemey anci
Dhawan (Mclnemey and Dhawan 1993), in favour of a gaussian distributed creep opeÌ.ator..
The othel change which they make is to use a selection scheme which works on the basis of
local competition, making use of the spacial GA concepts introduced in the last chapter. This
selection method works by viewing the chromosomes as being auanged in a cir.cular array.
The auay is segmented into small groups and the best chromosome fi.om each group is
selected to reproduce. Each gloup is replaced by recombining the wìmring chromosome with
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that from an adjacent group with plobability p.. As depicted in figure Figur.e 3.3 the winning

FIcURE 3.3. Local selection and recombinâtion

chromosome in each gloup ìs tecombined with the winning chromosome fr.om one of the
ad.¡acent groups. The best chromosomes are shown in dar.k gr.ey, and heavy lines separ.ate the
groups. The number and size of the groups is determined by the ratio of the population which
is to survive. lf 2oo/o of the population is to survive to the next generatìon, then the populatiorì
is divided into groups of f,ve. Also, the choice of whether to use the lcft or light neighbours is
albitraly. The cleep operator is applied to each chromosome after selection and cl'ossover. The
use of locafized competition reduces the risk of pÌemature convergence in a population. If thô
chlomosomes were competing in a single pool, then extremely fit individuals might be able to
dominate the population, causing the algolithm to converge. h this method, highly f,t chro-
mosomes can only recombine with chromosomes in the neighbouring gr.oup. They can spr.eacl
throughout the population, but only by migrating fi.om gr.oup to group ovel.many gener.ations

Dellaert and Vandewalle pelfolmed an expedment using this algor.ithm. They r.an the GA for.
1000 generations, using a crossover probability of 0.2 and applying a gaussian creep opetator
with varìance of 0.2 to all chromosomes. The GA quickly discovered a featule detectol'which
was capable of corectly classifying all 10 pattems in the validation set. After this there were
continual small improvements in the selectivity of the best feature detector. After 1000 gener-
ations the best chromosome in the population had a lìtness of 104.1, which means it conectly
classiûed all ten pattems in the validation set and had an avelage selectivity of4.1. The best
feature detectof trained to a performance of 106.8 on the tl.aining sÈt.

In addition, these authors report that they expelimented with a single-layer neural network
using the same classilìcation problem, in ordel to test if the feature detector found by the GA
imploves the recognition ability of the network. Using the back-propagation leaming rule, the
network leamed 1o classify all ten tlaining pattems conectly, but could only conectly classify
three ou1 of ten validation set pattelt.rs. However, this experiment does not really certify the
superior perfomrance ol the genetic algorithm on this problem, since the limitations of a sin-
gle-layer neural network for non-linearly separable problems ale well known (Minsky and
Papert, 1988). A bettel comparison would be to expeliment with a two-layer networt, which
has the same structure as the two-layer network as used in the GA pr.ogram, including the
local feature detector constraints. An experiment with such a network is presented in section
3.3.3.
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There are several novel aspects to the techniques developed for this study which makes it of
interest. The use of the weight rnultiplier in the chromosome is different flom other studies
that hâvô used the genetic algolithm to optinize the weights of a neural network. In addition,
the localized competition within [he populatiolì is a unique valiation on other methods, which
have attempted to use the idea of positional separation to reduce the possibility of premature
convergence.

Dellaert and Vandewalle havc attempted to incorpoÌate the concept of genelalization into the
IìtnÒss fllnction, although care must be taken in drawing colrclnsions t}om this measulement.
An enoL measure from a set of data r.vhich is applìed to any classification scheme, and then
fed back into the tuning of that classification scheme, no longer provides a good indication of
that classification system's Írlte ¿rror. The only way to assess thc tt'ue erfor of a cl¿ssìfication
system is to apply data which has nevel been used in the training of the classification systenl.
The plesent system gives an indication of the system's apparctìt eLror. Evr:n though no der.iva-
tive iltfbnnation from the validation patteln set is used by the neutal learning lule, information
about the classif,cation late is used by the GA. Hence, the search for featulc detectors is being
dÍiven towards the conect classifìcation of that particulaÌ data set.

Two experiments are presented below. Thc fir'st is a reproduction of the expednìent with thc
GA/BP hybrid algorithm used by Dellaert and Vandewallc (1994). The second set ofexperi-
nents use one and two-layer neural networks using the BP algor.ithn alone for compar.ison
pulposes.

3.3.2 Single Feature Detector - Experimental Results
This section presents the lesults of cxpet'iments which were conducted to replicate the tech-
niques desclibed by Dellaert and Vandewalle. While the experimental results were not identi-
cal to those demonstrated in the earliel paper, for.the most part they conobolale those
findings. The genetic algorithm was able to find a feature detector within the first 150 genera-
tions which was incorporated in a neural netwolk capable of training to 100o/o couect classilì-
cation of the validation pattem set as shown in Figur.e 3.4. The best chromosome of the run
had a performan ce of 104.022 in thc 151st generation of the algor.ithm. Table 3.1. shows the

Pâråm€ter Value

Pcrossover

Pcteep

Creep Variance

Proportion selected for next generation

Number of generations

Population Size

BP Iterations

Learning Rate

0.2

1.0

0.2

0.2

300

50

30 on-line

o.z

TABLE 3.1. Single feature experiment
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GA parameters which were used. As in the oliginal paper; the creep opel'atol was applied to
every chromosome in the population. The plopoltion selected fol the next generation applies
only to the local selection operator, which plopagates a prcdetemined number of chromo-
somes to the next generation. This value is not relevaut to the experiment using roulette wheel
selection

Thele are two notable differences between the l'esults of this experiment alrd the results of the
earlier work. One is that the best feature detector was not found until late| in th(j GA's run,
whereas the best genome found in (Dellaelt and Vandewalle, I 994) appeared in the fìrst few

Cr'nemtion Avellge 
-: Ovrr¡ll Best ---

1

FIcURE 3.4. Single Feature, Local Selection Experiment

iterations of the genetic algorithm. In addition, the population average per.formance was
slightly lowcr. In this experiment, the population average performance seems to fluctuate
between 80% and 90% classilìcation accuracy. In the Dellaert and Vandewalle experiment the
average perfolmance maintained a level around 90q/o accwacy throughout. While ân attempt
was made to keep all the variables in the expeliment the same, there was a difference in the
size of the patterns used in the experinlents. The input pattems used in this expeliment wer-e
larger' ( I 5x 1 5 compared with 1 1x8), and the digits accounted fol a smaller portion of the
image alea. Also, it is unclear from their report how often they applied the real number creep
to the chromosomes in the population. For this experiment, the leal number creep operator
was applied to every member of the population, thus making the GA more like Evolutionary
Programming, but it could also have been applied to each chromosome with some fixed pr.ob-
ability. This mìght account for the observed differences in classification accuracy.

To vet'ify the Dellaelt and Vandewalle claims of superior performance of the local selection
algorithm, ovel more standald selection methods, a second experiment was conducted using
the same parameters, except that the local selection algorithm was replaced with roulette

90
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wheel selection with linear scaling, used in many implementations of the GA (Goldberg,
1989). Figure 3.5 shows that this experiment did not converge as quickly, or. as well, as the
local selection algorithm. By only choosing the chromosome in each group with the highest
fìtness, the local selection opcrator is presuniably putting greater selection pressule on the
population than the roulette wheel selection algorithm, which allows poorly per.for.ming chro-
nlosonles to leproduce with some small probability.

.'-c,ç!çt.qli.o...t.ôvs¡qc"I Overâll Best ..--.

)

o so roo o."j11"" 2oo 250 3oo

FIcURE 3.5. Singlc Feature, Roulette Wheel Selection Experiment

Figule 3.6 shows a plot of population-average selcctivity versus the generation for both runs
of the experiment. The graph clearly shows that the population average selectivity levels ofT
after about 150 generations. The highest selectivity values reach 4.5 to 5 for. the GA using the
local selection operator, while the GA using roulette wheel selection does no1 force conver'-
gencc of the selectivity measurc to higher values. Once again this illustl'¿tes the differences
between the two selection schemes. Because the local selection operator only chooses the
highest fìtness chromosome in a local region, it is sensitive to small differences in the per-
fomance values. The roulette wheel selection opelatol with linear scaling is only sensitive to
small differences in the pelfol'mance values when the population becomes extl€mely unifom,
the scaling of the objective values biases the selection towalds the chromosomes with higher.
selectivity. When the performance values are diverse, the selectivity measure will be dwarfe¿
by the classification accuracy in the scaling process, and the roulôtte wheel selection operator
will be insensitive to diffelences ìn selectivitv.

The claim for thr local selection technique ru, t¡ut it r"¿u.ed the possibility of premature
convergence. Fo¡ this to occul we would expect that the population of the GA using the local
selection operator would have grcater diversity. One way of measuring the spread of the pop-
ulation is to calculate the variance at each iteration of the GA. This calculation is given by
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wherc N is the number of chromosomes in the population, -r1, is the n'ltchromosome and r is

the poputation average chromosome. Thus, s2 is a scalar value which indicates the spread of
the chromosomes in the population.

Figure 3.7 shows the glaph of this statistic over the course of the experiment. This indicatôs
that, contlary to ouI expectations, the roulette wheel selection operator gives the population a
higher variance than the local selection operatôr. One possible explanation for this effect
might be the way the local selection operator chooses the winning chromosome in each sr¡b-
group of the population. This tends to drive the population towards convergence, while at the
same time protecting weaker chromosomes by the spatially-distributed competjtion in the
population. Thus, there are two competing effects in the local selection operator. The high
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FIGURE 3.7. Population Variance of Local and Roulette Wheel Selection

diversrty of the Ìoulette wheel selection GA might also be indicative of the diluting effect of
poor chromosomes which are selected to pt'opagate from one generation to the next.

3.3.3 Back-Propagation Comparison - Experimental Results
While the genetic algodthm found a featule detector capable of conectly classifying the digit
image pattems, there remains a question of how much of the classilication success is due to
the gradient descent leaming process embedded in the evaluation of the chromosomes. In
other wolds, could the back-plopagalion algolithm using the samc neural network architechle
train a network capable of conectly classifying both the training and the validation pattem
set? To answer this question, two additional expeliments were performecl using a one laye¡
and a two layer architecture. In the single layel archrtecture, the output units are fully con-
nected to the input freld. The two layet architectule is the same as the one used in the GA/Bp
experiments (Figule 2.16). The hidden layer has a numbel of units equal to the number in the
input field, and each unìt is connected by the same set of weights to a 5x5 patch in the input
field. The output units are fully connected to the hidden layer.

To make the conparison between the GA/BP method ¿¡d back-propagation fair, the method
of cross-validation is used. In training a neural network, we expect that the error on the ûain-
ing set will continually decrease. To ensure that the network is able to gener.alize from the
training data to other data, of which the training set is repr.esentative, training is periodically
stopped to compute the error of the network on a second validation data set. What typically
occurs is that the effor on the validation will decrease at the start, but as the network begins to
overfit, or memoÍize, the training set, then the error on the validation set will begin to
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-Local Selection -,
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inclease. At this point tl'aining of the network should stop. In these experiments, we did not
use the squared crror to perform cross-validation, but used the classification perfomtance
measule (eq. 3.5) instead. The values which are reported for all experiments ar.e the best per-
fomance values achieved by the network, for a given run, on the training and the validation
SEtS.

The fir'st experiment investigated whether the first layer containing the feature detectors is
really necessary to solve the digit classification ploblem. To ver.ify this an experiment was
performed using a single-lâyer neulal netwoÌk. One of the pr.oblems that became immecliately
apparent in configuring this experiment is that the leanling rate of 0.2 used in thc previous
experiment is too large fol the single-layer net. Fol many values of the star-ting weights the
learning can become unstable causing the weights to become large and the sigmoidal function
of the output units to saturate in the flat regions. For this reason a lower. leaniing rate o1.0.05
was used. The following tables show the parameters, the maximuni perfomrance values and
the average performance values from these expc.t'iments.

Parameter Value

Initiâl Weight Range

Learning Rate

+0.5

0.0.5

TABLE 3.2. Single layer BP experiment

Maximum Training Perfonnance r00.5601

Average Training Pe¡formance 80.54ó5

Maximum Vâlidation Pelfomance 63.7178

Average Validation Pelformance 36.197 5

TABLE 3.3. Single layer BP experimental results

The complete results of this experiment are given in Table A.1 of Appendix A. The rcsults
cleally show that the single-layer network is not capable of solving the classiûcatìo¡ pl.oblem.
On the tlaining pattelrs it does not reach 1007a accutacy in most of the trials, and it also does
an inferior job of classifying the validation data. This is similar to an experiment reported in
the Dellaert and Vandewalle (1994) paper. They report that a single layer network is not capa-
ble of solving this classiûcation problem, which we have verified here. Howevel., one cannot
make the case that the GA/BP algorithm is superior', based on this, because it is not fair to
compare a single layer classilìcation netwo[k with a two layel classifier..

The second experiment investigated the pet'formance of the BP algorithm using the two layer
net',vork with the same restricted network alchitecture as the one used in the GA/BP method.
Because the weights to each hidden unit ale consû'ained to be the same as the weights to every
other hidden unit, the standard back-propagation algorithm cannot be used. In the normal
back-propagation algorithm the change in each weight is proportional to the euor derivative
of that individual weight, and thus, each weight will change differently. In the technique of
weight sharing (Lecun et al., 1 989), the weight change is taken to be proportional to the sum
of all the derivatives of the weights which are constrained to be equal. Thus, if the weights
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start with the same ìnitial value they are guaranteed to remain equal thloughout the leaming
process.

The network was trained for 450 iterations of on-line learning on the tl aining set, and every 10
itelations the netwolk was evaluated on both the training set and the validation set using the
pertbrmance measule. Table 3.4 shows the network parametet's chosen lor the expeliment.
After 450 itôrations of on-line BP learning (i.e. 45 complete passes through the trainrng set)
the network was randomized and restalted. This was repeatecl 100 times, and Table 3.5 shows
the best and avelage recorded performance of the netwoÍk. The complete lesults of this cxper-
iment are given in Table 4.2 in Appcndix A. The numbel of training epochs fol'the neural net-

Pârânreter' Value

Initirìl Weiglìt Range

Learning Rate

+0.5

0.2

TABLE 3.4. Ttvo Iayer BP experiment parameters
work with BP is significantly larger than the number of epochs used in the GA/BP hybrid
method of t|aining, which was presented the entire ûaining set only 3 times. However, three
hundred genelalions of a population of 50 amounts to 15, 000 timôs that the GA/BP hybrid
nctwork had to tlain a neural network, compared with only 100 times fol this expeliment.

Täble 3.5 illustrates a problem commonly found with neural networks, ând patteÍr classif,ca-
tion systems in genelal. The network learns to perfcctly classify the pattems in the training
set, but is unable to classify the pattems in the validation set about which it has no infomra-
lion. The evolved neural network, on the other hand, was able to find a network which cor-

Maximun Tlaining Pedonnance 100.4917

Average Training Perfolmance 100.4606

Maximum Validation Performance 90.4022

Average Validation Perfolmance 72.5448

TABLE 3.5. Ttvo layer BP experiment results
Ìectly classifìed both the training set and the validation set with l00olo accuracy.

3.3.4 Comments and Gonclusions
We can see fi'om the experiments performed here that, while the genetic algorithm hybrìd
method did not significantly outpefonn the BP neural network on the digit classification task,
there is a problem in tlaining a network to generalize to the digit pattems in a dìffelent type-
face. The problem of generalizing the classification of characters in different fonts is probably
too diflìcult to be solved wlth such a small amoulìt of data. Typically, in classification plob-
lems, one requires a large representative data set on which to train the classif,er, but this prob-
lem uses a small set of trainìng data which is only representative if the font chosen for
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validation is similar to the lont used fol tlaining. lf the two typefaces afe vely different then it
is unleasonable to expect the network to generalize, even thought the GA is selecting for net-
works that can generalize between the two.

A more reasonable approach might be to accumulate digit patterns f|om several diffe|ent font
sets and randomly partition the data into the ttaining and validation data sets. Another
approach is to use a single font, and cot'rupt it with noise so as to generate enough data pat-
Iems for the nefwork to leam to generalize in spite of the random vatiations. However, the usc
of morô data pattems will cause a conespolìding increase in the run time of the algor.ìthm,
which is a problem cor.rsideling the prcsently long run time o1'this rnethod.

Unlike other ANN/GA hyblid algorithms desclibed in the previous ch¿pter, not all the
wetghts of the neti,vork ate specified in thc chlomosome. For a network of this size that would
create very long genomes, incleasing the size of the search space for the genetic algorithm.
Instead, at each evaluation of a neulal network, the chromosome specifìes the weights of tho
first layer, and the initial weights of the second layel are landomized pt ior- to optimization by
g|adient descent. Constt Lrcting the network in this manner shortens the chromosome, but it
also ilìh'oduces a stochastic component into the lìtness ftrnction of the GA.

3.4 Experiments with Multiple Feature Detectors

3.4-l Description of the Experiments
This set of experiments uses a modif,ed velsion of the algorithm which addresses the limita-
tions of using neural networks with only a single feature detectol for pattem recognition tasks.
The algolithm employs a longer chromosome, which concateltates together. sever.al featule
detector templates. The constÍuction of a neural network using these multiple-template chro-
mosomes can be effected in a number of ways. The most direct way of incorporating multiple
feature detectors would be to add an equal-sized hidden layer of the neural neLwolk model
(shown in Figure 2.16) for each of the templates which is encoded in the chromosome. Each
of these sets ofhidden layel units would be fully connected to the units of the output layer.
The problem with this apploach is that it greatly increases the number ofunits and connec-
tions in the network, and that much of the information which is received by the output units
becomes itrelevant. It would be preferable, rather than attempting to match the feature detec-
tor at evsry possible location in the recaptive field, to position the feature detector at the point
where it can achieve the most discrimination amongst the pattems in the training set.
Figule 3.8 illustrates a network with thlee local f'eature detectors positioned at specific loca-
tions. This accomplishes the goal of reducing the number. of units and comections i¡ the net-
work as compared to the other approach, and thereby leducing the dimensionality of the input
to the output units of the network.
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FIGURE 3.8. Ne ural network rvith multiple local feature detectors

Given that the best position of these f'eature detectols cannot be knowlt in advance, theil posi-
tioning is left as an optimization ploblern fol the genetic algorithm. The genetic algorithm is
ideally suited to this task, because the position of the template in the receptive field is a dis-
ctete quantity, and there is no diffelentiable function whlch relates the position of a feature
detectol to the enor function of the network's output. Thus, a gl.adient-type optimization algo-
rithm could not bc used lor this purpose.

For the purpose of specifying the x and y coordilates of the centrc of the template in thc
Ieceptive field, two additional f,elds ale added to the chl'omosome for each of the feature
detectors in the chromosome. The chromosome in the previous experiments had5 x5 + 2:21
fields in the chromosome including the bias and weight multiplier, whereas the multiple-tem-
plate chromosome has (5 x 5 + 4:29) x (the numbel of templates). This means thatachro-
mosome containing a modest number of templates can become quite long, and the sear.ch
space which must be addressed by the genetic algorithm grows exponentially with the length
of the chromosome. This ploblem will be addressed in another set of expedments described
la t cl'.

The addition of the x and y fields to the chromosome necessitates two othel changes to the
algorithm. First, these components will have a larger lange of values than the weights, biases
and multipliel values. Therefole, the chromosome initialization and gaussian creep opelators
are modified so that they tleat the coordinate positions in the chromosome differently than the
others. Thc random i¡itial value and the creep variance for these values ale scaled by the ver-
tical and horìzontal size of the ìnput image respectively. Fulthermore, thc coordinate positions
have constraints which cannot reasonably be exceeded. If an x o[ y coordinate fol a particular
featurc detector template lalls outside the bounds of the input irnage, the network will lose any
useful information from that feafure detector. This is acceptable as long as the number of
chromosomes with invalid templates is in the minority and the decline in fltness value is
severe enough that they will naturally be culled from the population. However, if there were a
situation in which many of the chromosomes had enough feature detectors out ofbounds so
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that their fitnesses became unifonnly zel'o then the GA would have no way to choose between
thcm. Goldberg (1989) recommends that, when dealing with problems which contain con-
stt'aints, the 1ìtness fìnction should be niade to incorporate some infomration about the degree
to which a solution violates the constraint. He recommends subtÌacting a pelìalty term fi.om
the lìtness function which increases wit.h the deglee that a chl'oniosome violates a constt'aint.
Rather than subtract a penalty term ftom the fitncss, we limit the range of fitness values which
a chromosome containing invalid templates can have. The fìtness function checks for.the
coordinates of any template which ale out of bounds, and sums the square of the distanccs out
of bounds. It then computes the fitness based on the invelse of this sum, such that a chr.omo-
some containing an invalid coordinate has a maximum fitness of5, and this function decreases
with the dist¿ ìce that the template is out of bounds.

f(x) : (EO 3.8)r+\a,
.i €x

X is the set of templates within the chromosome which are out of bounds, and rf is the squar.e

of the Euclidean distance from the edge of the input lìeld to the centre of the templates' speci-
fied position. The val¡-le 5 was chosen so that chromosomes containing invalid templates can
not compete with valid cht'omosomes, which can correctly classily as little as 5 pelcent of thc
input patterns.

A different set of artifìcial pattens was geneÌated to specifìcally test the ability of the genetic
algorithm to position the feature detectors in the approprìate location in the receptive Íìeld.
Figure 3.9 shows the pattems which were used. The pattems are separated into foul classes:
an x shape, two diagonal lines, and an ¿bsence of any input at all. An example of each shape
appears four times in the data set, once in each comer of the input lìeld. The empty input pat-
tem is repeated foul times, so that it is equally replesented.

There ale four local pattems, but they are placed in the four corners of the input lield, crcating
a total of sixteen patterrs which the network must identify. The localized natLrre of the features
in these patterns rcquiles the genetic algolithm to properly position a limited number.of local
feature detectors so that the neural network has enough infomatron in the hidden layel to cor-
tcctly classify then. This experiment removes the element of testing the network's generaliza,
lion ability, as the same pattem set was used for both validati¡g and training. Thus, the
ploblem tests only the ability of the GA to generate good feature detectols in useful positions.

The use of a new pattern set also precipitated a change in thc way that the performance meas-
ule was made. In the plevious experiment there were only ten pattems, so taking the number
of patte[rs conectly classified and multiplying by ten generated a pel'centage value. The code
was modified for this experiment to compute the actual percentage. Also, the selectivity calcu-
lation was modifìed to compute the average over the pattems colrectly classified rather than
the sum of the selectivities over all conectly-classified pattems. This resuits in smaller values
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FIGURE 3.9. Local feature input patterns

for the selectivitics, but eliminates the possibility of discontinuous jumps in the selectivity
value when an exha pattem is correctly classilìed.

Furthermore, this set of expeúments utilised the conjugate-gradient algorithm for the gr.adient
descent leaming method in lieu of back-propagation. The conjugate-gr.adient algorithm ìjses a
line search rather than a fixed step size to move from point to point in the search space. This
removes the dependency on the learning rate parameter, and the difficulty of setting ìt [o a rea-
sonable value which is valid for all the networks traìned durins a run.

3.4.2 Experimental Results

The experiments using multiple-template chlomosomes were performed three times. Each
experiment used a different numbel of epochs of conjugate-gradient leaming. Also, since the
local selection rule achieved the best perfomance in the first set of expeliments using the sìn-
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gle template chromosomes, the local selection opelatol.was used. Table 3.6 shows the param-
eters fol' the experiment.

Parameter Value

Pctossouet

Pcreep

Cleep Variance

Proportion selected for next generation

Population Size

Nunber of Templates

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

80

4

TABLE 3.6. Multiple template experiment parameters

The followìng graphs show the results fi'om the thrce experiments.
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FIGURE 3.10. Multiple template chromosome experiments for (a) 5 epochs
of CG learning, (b) 10 epochs of CG learning, and (c) 15 epochs ofCG
learning
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There is a clear increase in average performance of the population from the experiment using
5 epochs of CG leaming to l0 epochs, and a smaller improvement using l5 epochs of CG
leaming. This may indicate that there is limit to the number of iterations of neural leaming
lequired to train the output layer weights of this network. This is expected to be a problem-
specific rcsult. While the experiment with 10 epochs of CG lealning found the chromosome
with the best overall performance , 1O0.284, this is less indicative of the overall quality of the
solutions produced by the two experiments than is the population average pet'formance.

We can see that only the second rln of the algorithm ploduccd a solution which could cor-
rectly leam all the patterns in the training sct. While this shows that it is possible for the algo-
rithm to correctly position the feature detectors and, and to configure the fèatut'e detectors so
that the CG algorithm can leam to make thô correct classifìcations at the outpì.lt layer', the low
values of thc population avelage pellormance arrl discouragiug.

3.4.3 Comments and Conclusions

Whilô tho expedment showed mixed results in the perfolmance of these multiple-template
chrornosornes, determined and positioned by the genetic algorithm, there are two factors
which we must take into consideration. Filst, by reducing the size of the hidden layel flom
that of the input fìeld to a few units equal to the number of templates in the chromosome, we
have greatly reduced the amount of infomration available to the output layer units fol making
their decision. This is a very common technique for information compression and dimension-
ality reduction. A classic example of this is the binary 8-3-8 encoder network (Rumelhart et
al., 1986). By doing this, we have placed more of the onus of the pattern recognitìon task on
the featule detectors, increasing the importance that the fealure detectors which are genelated
by the genetic algorithm ale effìcient at discliminating amongst the image pattems.

Secondly, using multiple fcatures in each chromosome increases theil length and with ìt the
size of the search space for the genetic algofithm. While the run was performed with a slightly
larger population than ìn the first set of experìments, 80 as opposed to 50, the size of the
search space for the feature detectors incrcases exponeDtially with the number of positions in
the chromosome. While the particular experiments here used only 4 feature detectors in a
chlomosome, it is conceivable that a more complex problem would require more fealure
detectors and hence an even longer chromosome. This presents a scaling problem for the GA
and a method to reduce the size of the chromosomes is therefore considered in the following
section.
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3.5 Cooperative-Competitive Fitness Evaluation

3.5.1 Descr¡ption of the Experiment

The experiments desctibed in this section used a further modification of the algorithm to per-
form the image recognition task, which we will refer to as the coopelative-competitive cht.o-
mosome. While still using multiple feature detectors to construct and evaluate neural
networks, this velsion attempts to decrease the length of the chlornosomes which are requiled
to represent the multiple leature detectors. Moliarty and Miikkulainen (1994) describe a sys-
tcm called SANE (symbiotic arlaptive neuro-evolution), in which the chromosomes encode a
pat'tial solution to a problem whìch can be combined with paltial solntions in othel chromo-
sonl(]s, to create a conlplete solntion which is then evaluated. They assign a fihìess to each
chlomosome by constructing many complete solntions, and assigning to each chronosome
the avcrage fitness of the complete solntions in which it took part.

We have applied this plinciple to our image recognition algorithm. Rather than lepresenting
many fea te detectors, each chromosome contains a single feature detector template and its
accompanyìng parameters. The algotithm constructs a net¡ral network by selecting N chlomo-
somes at random out of the population, where N is the number of feature detectors desircd for'
the first layer of the neural netwolk. The resulting network is the same as one consll.ucted
from the multiple-template chromosomes from the previous section, except that the weights
fol each hiddcn layer unit come from a different chronosome. In each generation, the algo-
rithm constlucts a sufficient numbe¡ of networks so that each chromosome will have been
selected several times, and the chlomosome is assigned the average of the ûtness values of the
networks in which it participated. Thus, the f,tress of an individual no longer depends on the
solution which it alone contains, but on the potential fol'that paltial solution to coopelate with
othel partial solutions. Moriarty and Miikkulainen (199$ make the point that this forces the
chlomosomes to specialize, theleby incteasing population diversity.

One problem wìth this scheme which can easily be identified is that a chromosome which is a
good detectol fof a particular feature may need chromosomes which complement it to con-
sûuct a useful network. A nôtwork constructed from randomly chosen chromosomes might
choose several chromosomes containing templates which actually detect the same feature.
These chlomosomes will rcceive low fìtness values, despite the fact that they may ver.y well
be good for a specialized purpose. In the prevìous chapter we mentioned the ploblem ofcom-
peting lepresentations, where a set of functional blocks which are performing the same set of
functions in two different chromosomes, do not appear in the same order. When the two chro-
mosonles are crossed over then the correct complement of functional blocks does not appear.
in either chromosome. The multiple template encoding, presented in the last section, is sus-
ceptible to this problem, and the cooperative competitive algorithm has an analogous short-
coming.

To combat this problem a second, slightly diffelent, algorithm was also studied. The popula-
tion was divided into sub-populations equal to the number of templates used to construct a
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neural network. During the population evaluation phase, rathel than selecting chromosomes
from the entire population, the algorithm selects one chlomosome fron each sub-population.
This allows each sub-popr.rlation to specialize on a template which detects a particular featue
and ensures that the specialized chromosomes are combined rvith their correct complements.
There ale two options for adapting the selection operatol to this algorithni. If the selection
operation lemains unchanged, then it will choose chromosomes florn all parts of thc popula-
tion as candidates fol crossover, and genetic material will be allowed to migrate across boutid-
aries of sub-populations. The selection algolithm can also be nlodilìed so that only
chromosomes within the same sub-population are selected for clossover. The second apploach
was taken here.

The othef operations of the algorithni, recombination and genetic creep, remain unchanged.
The selection operator, used in both the full population and the sub-population versions of this
algoridrrn, was the same local selection scheme used in the othel expeliments plesented in this
chapter.

3.5.2 Experimental Results

Table 3.7 shows the parameters which were used fof the fìrst cooperative-competitive expeli-
ment. Once again, these are the same as the parametcrs used lol the multiple-template experi-
mônt, and the experinient is repeated with 5, I 0 and 15 epochs of conjugate gladient leam in._q.

Pârâmeter Value

Pcrossover

Pcreep

Cleep Variance

Proportion selected for next generation

Population Size

Nurnber of Templates

Number of trials eâch genelation

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

80

4

ió0

TABLE 3.7. Cooperative-competitive experiment parameters

The numbel of trials refers to the number of neural networlis which the algoÌ'ithn constructs
each generation. In the multiple-template experiments the algolithm constructs, tlains and
evaluates one neural network for each chromosome in the population, for a total of 80 net-
works in each generation of the algorithm. Here the algorithm constructs twice as many net-
works. The computational cost is approximately doubled, because the overhead of running the
GA is, in this case, dwalfed by the computational time of constructing, training and evaluating
thc neural networks. The reason that 160 trials were used was to reduce the probability that a
chromosome would have a fìtness score of0 because it was not selected to participate in any
trials. In this expeliment 4 templates were used in each network. Thus, there were a total of
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640 chromosomes selected to participate in the 160 networks. Each member of the population
was selected with equal probability. Ifeach chromosome has an equal plobability of being
selected, the expectcd numbel. of times that each chromosome will be selected is

A small pelcentage of chromosomes at each genelation are invalid and are not selected. Thus,
for valid chromosomes, the actual expected value is slightly higher. To leduce the amount of
computation, the number of tt'ials caû be reduced, but thís increases the likelihood of a ch[o-
moson-re lemaining unselected and receiving a lìtness scorc of 0 irlespective of its actual
worth.

Figurc 3.1 I shows the perfomrance of the standal'd cooperative-competitive algorithm.
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FIGURE 3.11. Cooperative competitive algorithm with (a) 5 epochs
of CG learning, (b) l0 epochs of CG learning, and (c) 15 epochs of
CG learning
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There is a notable decrease in population average performance between the cooperative-com-
petitive algorithm and the nultiple-template algorithm shown in the last section. As repolted
by Moriarty and Mìikkulainen (1994), this algorithm promotcs chlomosomes which wolk
well with others, but it does not necessarily allorv them to specìalize into the sub-tasks which
night be requiled to solve the problem. The multiple-template algorithm allows chromosonres
to specialize into sub-tasks, because they co-evolve in the same chronosorne and they are
always guaranteed to be implemerìted together in the same network

For this leason, a second experiment was perf'olmed with the, abovc mentioned, modification
that chromosomes foÌ construction of a netwo|k a|e not picked û'om the entire population, but
each one is selected flom a sub-population. The palametels used in this experinent ale shown
in Table 3.8. Once again we lepeat the experiment using 5, l0 and l5 epochs ofconjugatc gla-
dient leamiug in the chlomosome evaluation function. Since wc ale using 4 featuÌe dôtectol's

Ptranreter Valuc

Pcrossover

Pcreep

Creep Variance

PÌoportion selectl]d for ¡rext geÍìeratior'Ì

PopulâtioD Size

Nunbef of Templâtes

Nunbel of tlials eacl'ì generation

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.25

80

4

160

sub-popul ations experimentTABLE 3.8. Cooperative-competitive
parametcrs

in each network with a population of size 80, the population will be divided into 4 sub-popula-
tions of size 20. Also, since 25ok of the population is pemitted to reproduce in the next geneÍ-
ation using the local selection operator, the chromosomes in each sub-population ale divided
into 5 groups of 4 and the bcst chromosome in each group of 4 is selected to mato with the
winning chromosome fiom it's neighbouring group.

Figule 3.12 shows the results of the experiments perfomed with the modified cooperative-
competitive algorithm.

3.5.3 Comments and ConclusÍons

The results fi'om the expeliment using the cooperative-competitive algorithm with sub-popu-
lations show performance which is comparable to that of the multiple template chromosome
experiment, and a substantial implovement over the regulal coopelative-competitive algo-
rithm. The following section descdbes two mole experiments which were pelfomed to com-
pare the relative performarce of the three algorithms on the iocal feature image recognition
ploblem. The absolute performance of these algorithms is somewhat discouraging. While the
algorithms are able to discovel a set of feafule detectors which CG can use to perfectly clas-
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sify the pattems in l5 epochs of learning, the average membel of the population achieves per-
formance values in the range of70 to 80 percent. This suggests that four feature detectors may
not be suff,cient to solve this problem. The expeliments in the next section attempt the pr.ob-
lem with both foul and eight feature detectors to see if there is a mar.ked improvement in per-
folmance.
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3.6 Comparison of Multiple Feature Algorithms

3.6.1 Experimental Results - Four Feature Detectors

To bettel gauge the rclative effectiveness of the thlee algorithms described in the last two sec-
tions a broader experinent was performed. For brevity the thlee algolithms, multiple ten-
plate, cooperative-compctitive and the cooperative-conpetitive algorithm with sub-
populations, will be leferred to as the MTA, CCA, and CCAS algolithms. For this experiment
each of the algorithms was run five times on the same local featule pattem set used in the ple-
vious two experiments. Once again, the same pattern sct was used for.both training and vali-
dating, so the fitness function does not measure the genÒralization ability of the network. The
paran'reters which were used f'or the two experiments are shown in Table 3.9. The 'number ol'
tlials' parameter does not apply to the MTA experiment, only to the two cooperative competi-
tive velsions of the algorithm. For this experiment the cooperative-competitive algoÌithms
performed 160 trials compared to 80 fol the MTA. This was done to reduce the probability
that a chromosome nìght not be selected to participate in a single t|ial. Because the cooper.a-
tive-competitive algorithms calculate the fitness of a chromosome by aver.aging over the tfials
in which it participates, this will not aflect the ûtness values of the chromosomes. The ovelall
best network, on thc other hand, is simply the best of all thô trials duling the run. Thus, in
compadng the best overall network generated by the three algorithms, there might be a bias
loward the two cooperative-competitive algorithrns. Simply because they train and test twice
as many networks, they are mole likely to generate â beltel network. This discrepalcy was
elininated in the eight feature detector experiment.

Parameter Vâlue

Pcrossover

Pcteep

Creep Variance

Proportion selected fol next generation

Population Size

Number of Feature Detectors

Epochs of CG learning

Numbel of trjals each generation

0.8

0.2

0.2

0.25

80

4

l5

t60

TABLE 3.9, Four feature comparison - experiment parâmeters
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For each experiment, the pelfotmance of the best overall network generated by each algorithm
is maintained. The best performing networks found over each run of each algorithm are
shown ìn Table 3.10. Each table enlry shows the total performance value and the selectivity of
the network on the data set.

Best Run Wolsl Rrr n Others

MTA

CCA

CCAS

t00.369t

0.3 69

100.328/

0.328

t00.372/

0.372

8'7 .676t

0.t16

94.065t

0.3 r5

r00.303/

0.303

81.710t t]].rczt 93.864t

0.210 0.162 0.I 14

100.2631 \00.740t 100.288/

0.263 0.240 0.288

100.364/ r00.371/ 100.349t

0.364 0.371 0.349

TABLE 3.10. Four feature comparison - best chromosome of each run

The graphs of the best and worst l'un ofeach algolithm are shown in Figure 3.13. This gives a
clear visual indicatior.r of the average population perfomrance and the best overall perfor-m-
ance of the networks genelated by these two algorithms.

We can see lrom Table 3.10 that all thlee algolithms arc capable of ploducing a single net-
work which can classify all of the pattems in the data set. However, CCAS consistently pro-
duces a pelfectly performing classifier, wherc the other two algorithms do not. Clear.ly, the
addition of subpopulations to the CCA algotithm is an improvement in terms of both the pop-
ulation avemge and the ovelall best nctworks generated. If we compare the graphs of the best
runs of MTA and CCAS, the average network ploduced by MTA is rnore successful than the
average produced by CCAS, even though the best overall network ploduced by CCAS is bet-
tcr.

To sce if the absolute performance of the classification method could be improved, a second
expelimenf was performed using eight fbature detectols, as opposed to foul. The genetic oper-
alors fol this expclimenL wele changed slightly. Where the previous algorithms used oniy
crossover and creep, this experiment made use of a mutation operator \¡/hich, with a small
probability, changes the value of a position on the chromosome to a new random number uni-
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lormly distributed ovel some range. Table 3.1I shows the parameters which were used for this

Pararneter Value

Pcrossover

Pc.cep

Cleep Variance

PnlL¡t¿tion

Nlutation range

Propôrtion selectcd f'or next generation

Populrtion Size

NLurber of Featu re Detectols

Ëpochs of CG lean ing

Nurnber of trials each generàtion

0.6

0.2

0.1

0.01

+0.5

0.25

128

8

I5

128

TABLE 3.11. Eight feature comparison - experiment pârameters
experinent. The mutation radius rcfers to the range, ccntl'ed on zero, of the unìformly distrib-
uted randon lìumber used to mutate the values of the chromosome. Like the crecp operatol'
the mutation l'adius is scaled up fol those positions of the chronlosome which contain the
cooldinates of the feature detectors in the l6xl6 image field. Table 3.Ì2 shows the total per-
formance and the sclectivity of the best networks which were generated by each run of each
algolithn. The best and the worst results for each algorithnl are shown ìn the first two col-
umns of the table. The evolùtion of the best and worst t'uns ol- each of thc alsorithms is

Best Run Worst Run Others

MTA

CCA

CCAS

100.977 t

0.97'70

t00.607 t

0.6073

)00.9721

o.97 t9

toj.665t

0.665 I

100.391/

0.390s

to1.7 62t

0.76r8

100.953/ 100.951/ 100.910/

.9530 0.9s09 0.9095

t00.47 v 100.484 i00.5 L8/

0.4712 0.4831 0.5176

100.931t 100.9 r8/ 00.77 v
0.9306 0.9184 0.17 t0

TABLE 3.12. Eight feature comparison - best chromosome of eâch run
depicted graphically in Figure 3. I 4.

3.6.2 Comments and Conclusions
By comparing the two experiments one immediately notices a qualitative diffelence in the
graphs of the two experiments. The four feature experiments generally show a strong rising
action at some point thlough the evolutionary process, particularly in the MTA and the CCAS
runs. This suggest that the genetic algorithm is playing an important role in organizing the
information which is seen by the second layet'of the neural network. By comparison, in the
eight feature experiments we do not see this lising action of the population ûtness, suggesting
that with eight featules, even if they are not positioned ideally, ol do not have an appropriate
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set of weights, there is still enough information for the conjugate gradient algorithm to dis-
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criminate amongst the pattem classes. Thus, in these cases the GA is doing little to aid in the
perfomrance of the classifìcation task.

These experiments âttempted to plovide more confìdence in the preliminary results presented
in earlier sôctions by mnning each of the thtee algolithn.rs multiple times, and they couobo-
rate those initial results. The MTA and CCAS produce networks which arc roughly equal in
classilìcation ability, while the CCA does not fair as well. We can see from the graphs of the
population average that the ave|age netwolk generated by CCAS is superior to that genelated
by CCA. This deflnitely supports oul supposition that dividing the population up improves the
ability of the algolithm to generate bettel whole networks. If we look at the best overall ner-
wolks produced by each of the algolithms in the two expelinìents (Table 3.10 ancl Table 3.1 1),

we calì see that there does not seem to be much clift'erence between the netwodis produced by
MTA and CCAS. CCAS slightly outperforms MTA in the fou| feature experiment, but this is
probably due to the unintentional bias introduced by allowing twice as nany trials for the
coopcrative conpetitive algorithrls. However, if we compare the best netwol'ks of CCA and
CCAS we can see that CCAS produces the best perfolming classifiers in both experimeuts.

3.7 Generalization of the Algorithms

For the hnal set of experiments we wanted to test the ability of the three algorilhrns to genelal

FIGURE 3.15. Example of Geneva character set with noise

ize from the data used for training and evaluating the neural netwoÌks to previously unseen
data patterns. To do this a new data set was created. It is based on the digits of the Geneva
font, except unifolm point noise has been added to the images to generate enough unique yet
simiìarly distributed data for the training, validation and testing sets. Figule 3.15 shows an
example of a set of digits from the data set. The noise is created by flipping each pixel in the
image with a probability of 5Vo.We generated 120 pattems and split them evenly among the
thlee data sets. Thus, for each network evaluated by the three genetic algolithms, the weights
of the second layer are tr ained for 10 epochs of the conjugate gradient algorithm using the 40
patteürs in the tÌaining set. At the end of the tlaining phase the fitness of the network is evalu-
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ated by testing the performance on the 40 pattems of the validation set. The performance
nreasufe of the network on the validation and testing sets is also lecolded, so that the general-
ization of the network can be measured.

Pliol to conducting the experiments, a set of infomal tlials were performed, to ascertain a set
of good values for the parameters of the algorithms, including the creep probability and vali-
ance, the probability of the real nutation operator, and a good range ofvalues fol the random
stal ting weights of the second layer of the network. These experiments suggested that the
algor^ithm converges better if the effect of the creep operato| is reduced. Also, the inclusion of
thc mutation operator increases the performance over the mns when it is absent.

One of the points wc have made about the use of random starting weights in thÒ output layel'
fol the conjugate gradient algolithm is that it probably increases the robustness of the feâture
detectols produced, because the best feature detôctors which are passed down thlough the
gencrations must consistently perfotm wcll in spite of the valiations in the conjugate gradient
training. Indications from some informal experiments using different ranges of {.he starting
weights indicate that the algorithm perfbnns better when using smaller than accepted values
for the ranges of the initial weights. For instance, one commonly held mle of thumb is that the

starting weights should be distributed unitormly over the lange tj{ (Haykin, p. 162," lan-ln -

1995). Fol the output layer of our network the fan-in for each unit is 5, leading to a starting
valuc lange of +0.48. However, thô experiments indicate that the algorìthm achieves better
population avelage classrfication performance with lower values than this. Thele could be two
possible explanations. Either the conjugate gradient algorithm perfomrs bettel with smaller
starting weights, or there is less nondeteminism in the evaluation of the feature detectors and
the genetìc algorithm is taking advantage of this. For the following experiments we decided
on a starting initial weight range of +0.2 for the sccond layel weights.
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The parametels which were used for these experiments ale shown in Table 3.13. One other

Pârâmeter Valuc

Pc¡osso"e,

Pcreep

Creep Variance

Pnutation

Mrrtation range

Proportion selected for next genelation

Poprrlâtion Size

Nunlbel of Feature l)etectors

Epochs of CG lcalning

Numbel of trials each generation

0.6

0.05

0.05

0.01

+0.2

0.25

128

4

t0

r28

TABLE 3.13. Parameters for thc generalization experiment
change was made to the algorithm. The selectìvity pat'i of the fìtness formula was given a
weight multiplier of 5. Thus, a network which classifies with vel'y high confidenco will have a
selectivity conÌponent on the order of 2.5 points instcad of 0.5. Given that the pattem sets each
contain 40 pattelrs, this is the sâme null-lber of points awarded a netwolk for conectly classi-
fying a single pattem. Therefol'e, the readel should undersland that the petfolmance scot'es of
the netwolks arc not exactly the same as the percentage con'ect.

Each algorithm was lun ten times to see if there ar-e any consistent ttends in the operation of
the three âlgorithms, and their performance on the data sets. While we were looking for an
indication that one of these three algorithms would be superior at promoting genetalization of
the neural netwolk to new pattem sets, the experinent did not provide such a cleat rcsult. The
three tables (Table 3.14, Table 3. l5 and Table 3.16) show the best networks, in terms of fìt-
ness, û'om each algorithm. Each column shows the performance of the network on the three
data sets, and each row of the table represents one run of the algorithm. The last two rows of
each table give the avelages and the standald deviations. Since the GA selects for networks
with high pelfonnance on the validation set, and since the best netwolks are chosen because
they have a high performance on this data set, we see very little variation in validation set per'-

formance from one r-un to the next. The training set and test set pefformance shows much
more variation, and this is reflected in the standard deviation of those perfomance values. For
the MTA algorithm, the sixth run produced thc network capable of best generalizing to the test
data set. The graphs of the average performance by generation and the performance of the best
overall network by generation from this run are shown in Figure 3. 16. Similarly, graphs of the
runs which produced the most successful genelalizing neural networks from the CCAS and
CCA are show in Figure 3.17 and Figure 3.18 respectively. In Figure 3.16 to Figure 3.18, the
averaging is over chlomosomes in a single run, rather than oveÌ separate runs as in Table 3.14
to Table 3.1 6.
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Exper¡ments

The experiments suggest that all of the three algolithms are compalable at producing neural
networks which can generalize fi'om the training and validation sets to the test set. There is a
very slight diffelence in the average performance on the test set of the best networks fi'om
each algorithm. MTA has the best average perfolmance, 89.0303, CCAS is slightly lower at,
87.4513, and CCA has the lowest average tcst set performance at, 86.4506. However, the
small diÍ1'crences in the avelage perfomance between the three algorithms is swamped by the
iarge deviations from one run to the ncxt. Thus, none of the three algorithms could be said to
reliably produce networks which ale bettel at genel'alization. Improvement of genelalizalion
perfotmance appears to depend plimalily on other issues such as the size and representative-
ness of the tlaining and validation data sets.
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Ëxper¡ments

Training Set

Perfomance Selectivity

Validation Set

Perfomrance Selectivity

Test Set

Perfolmance Selectivity

I 102.9490 0.5898 103.3 160 0.6633 85.3595 0.57 r 9

2 100.1040 0.5208 t02.6350 0.5210 82.6339 0.5268

3 102.5150 0.5150 t02.7050 o.5411 82.591 8 0.5 184

4 102.1500 0.5-500 102.9110 0.5821 95.1578 0.53 r6

5 103.2340 0.6468 103.2190 0.6438 95.1094 o.6419

6 102.8400 0.5680 t02.9840 0.5968 97.8958 0.5'792

't t02.9870 0.5914 103.0310 0.6062 80.1 824 0.5365

8 99.9657 o.4931 102.5410 0.5082 92.4609 0.4922

9 t02-1690 0.5539 102.1810 0.5563 90.-ì 10 t 0.5620

10 100.4610 o.5922 I03.0650 0.6r3l 88.0013 0.6003

Avcragc 102.0635 0.5627 102.9188 0.-5838 89.0303 0.556r

Std. Dev 1 .3 186 0.0460 o.2526 0.0505 6.2303 0.0441

TABLE 3.14, MTA - Performance ofthe best netlyorks ofeach run on three data sets
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FIGUBE 3.16. MTA Run #6 - a) generation average performance and b)
performance of the best overall network on three data sets
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Exper¡ments

Training Set

Performance Sclcctivity

Validation Set

Perfornance Selectivity

Test Set

Performance Selectivity

84.2483 0.3491 101 .8820 0.3764 91.9210 o.3842

2 99.4624 0.3925 101.9720 o.3945 84.3869 0.3714

3 102.2920 0.4585 102.3860 0.4113 92.2591 0.4518

4 91.0649 0.4130 102.1020 o.4204 84.5459 0.4092

5 99.2364 0.3413 r 0 r .7990 0.3598 81 .8071 0.3614

6 96.6519 0.331 6 101 .7550 0.3.5 r 0 81 .7408 0.3482

7 99.654i 0.4309 102.1250 0.4250 89.4144 0.3949

8 99.8307 0.4661 102.3940 0.4181 87 -1611 0.4323

9 99.8618 0.4724 r02.3860 0.4173 9't.o94t 0.4r88

10 94.1229 0.3246 I 0l .6330 o.3266 84.1221 0.3244

Avelage 97.2432 0.3986 t02.0434 0.4087 81.4513 0.3903

Std. Dev. 5.0852 0.0576 0.2809 0.0562 5.0951 0.0393

TABLE 3.15. CCAS - Performance ofthe best networks ofeach run on three dâtâ sets
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FIGURE 3.17. CCAS Run #9 - a) generation âverâge performance and b)
performance of the best overall network on three data sets
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Exper¡ments

Training Set

Performance Selectivity

Validation Set

Performance Selectivity

Tost Se[

Pelfolmance Selectivity

I r 01 .5760 0.3152 101 .5900 0.3 I 81 81 .583 l 0.3166

2 101.4020 0.2803 I 0I .4040 0.2808 96.3792 o.2158

96.6159 0.3232 r 01.6180 0.3231 B I .5638 0.-l128

4 99.3458 0.3692 101 .9020 0.-r804 86.9rI8 0.3824

5 96.5920 0.31 84 1 01 .(r880 o.3i77 84.1142 0.3228

6 93.1586 0.2511 l0 t. 1210 0.2242 81.1254 0.2251

7 93.8643 o.2729 r01 3960 o.2193 8 t.2698 o.2540

I 98.6588 0.23 18 r01 . l 870 0.2314 88.6826 0.2365

9 93.1700 o.2540 101.2430 o.2486 91.2314 0.2415

l0 96.7323 o.1465 101 .6650 0.3329 91.6391 0.3278

Average 97.2316 0.2963 101 .48 1 4 0.2963 86.4506 0.290 r

Std. Dev. 2.9664 0.0449 0.251 8 0.0504 5.3938 0.0502

TABLE 3.16. CCA - Performance of the best networks of each run ot three data sets
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FIGURE 3.18. CCÄ Run #2 - a) generation average performance and b)
performance of the best overall network on three dâta sets
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Exper¡ments

One observation ìs that the best networks ploduced by MTA (Table 3.14) provide the highest,
most consistent pelformance on the tlaining data set as evidenced by the low standard devie-
tion. Also MTA consistently has the highest selectivity values on all thlee data sets. This indi
cates that co-evolving the different parts of a network ìn the same chr omosome allows them to
better cooperate than separate network poltions which are evolved in diffefent chromosomes,
given that scalìng is not a problem. One would expect that the largel the network, and hence
the chromosome, the more difficult it would be fol the GA to tholoughly search the spacô to
find a good networii, but the size ofthe chromosome does not seem to be a factor in the classi-
f,cation task undsr consìdelation. On the other hand the performance on the training data of
the best networks ploduced by the othel two algorithms (Table 3.15 and Table 3.16) is not sig-
nilìcantly lower than those ploduced by MTA. This suggests that splitting a problem up
among several chromosomes is a viable altemative in cases where network size grows too
laÌge to bc represented in a single chlomosome. A comparison of the best networks produccd
by each algorithn, averaged ovel the i0 rur.rs, is shown graphically in the bar chalt of
Figure 3.19. Once again the resulls above 100 are due to the selectivity term in the pelfomr-
ance meâsure-

lü5

I rl0

Brl

DJ

Êû

75
I'1TA

FIGURE 3.19. Average performance of MTA, CCAS, and CCÀ

Another intercsting result is that the CCA has a very low generation average performance, yet
it produces networks which classify the data sets almost as well as the best networks gener*
ated by the CCAS algorithm. The intention of subdividing the population was to allow the
chromosomes to specialize their function within the network, anrl ensure that the chromo-
somes are always combined in the most complementary way. However, this rcsult suggests
that CCA is almost as good a method for evoiving feature detectors which ca¡ cooperate to
form good classifiers, but the correct combination of chromosomes to produce the highest per.
foming networks will be hit upon less often. This reduces the average perfomarce of the
trial netwolks created by this algorithm.
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Experimenls

One of the most intefesting, and unanticipated, results of this experiment is the diffr:rence ìn
performance of the networks on the training and the validation data sets. If one looks at the
thlee graphs of the average performance of the trial netwolks produced by cach algorithni
ovel the course of evolution, one clearly sees a trend where they pelform bettel on the valida-
tion set than on the training sôt. This is in spite of the fact that the conjugate gradient algo-
rithm is attempting to optimize the second layef weights ofeach algolithm such that it
minimizes the en'or on the training set. It suggests that the GA can arÌange the weights of the
first layer in such a way that it predisposes the network to peúonn better on the valìdation data
in spite of the effoIts of the conjugate gladient algorithrn. This effect is most clear in
Figure 3. I 6 and Figurc 3. 17, but it is an effect wh ich is very consistent throughou t all thirty
mns of the three algorithms. This effect indicates that, to bettcr proûrot(r genelalization in the
neural networks produced, both the training set and the validation set shonld be considered in
the f,tness function.
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CHAPTER 4 Conclusions and
Recommendations

4.1 Discussion

In this thesis we have takerl ideas rcgarding combinations of neural netwolks and evolutior.raly
algorithms, combined them and added some ideas of or¡r own. The initial concept ofusing the
genetic algorithm to determine a single feature detector for a neulal network comes fiom Del-
laert and Vandewalle (1994). Our methods make use of several techniques which they uscd,
including a formula for evaluating the classif,cation performance of a netwolk, the weight
multiplier term in the chromosome encoding, and theil localized selection opelator. We have
reproduced their lesults and pelformed a morc thorough comparison of the genetic algorìthm
method agaìnst a standard back-propagatìon netwolk. To this work we have added the idea of
evolving multiple, complementary feature detectors for performing the classilìcation task. We
have also incorporated the coopeÌative co-evolution concept of (Moriarty and Miikkulainen,
1994). While their study focuses on the ploblem of reinforcement learning for a control prob-
lem, we have adapted the method to patten classif,cation. Using the weights of a single unit in
a neural network as the basìs for a chromosome helps ensure that the genetic operation of
crossover is performing useful manipulations to the components of the neural network. In
addition, we have implemented a variation of the method, using sub-populations, which still
places the genetic optimization at the level of the neural netwofk hidden unit, but allows the
sub-populations to specialize on a paÍicular sub-task of the network's functioning. This is dif-
ferent from the aigorithm, as oliginally implemented, which encourages very general feature
detectors capable ofbeing combined in any anangement to produce a good classifier. The
sub-population method seems like a more reasonable way to olganize the network so as to
avoid duplication and make the best use of the netwolk's limiled resources, and the simula-
tions bear this out.

The experiments performed in this thesis have dealt with a particulal problem of using GAs to
produce a good set of featule detectors for a classif,cation network. The first set of exper'ì-
ments with a single feature detector and a full sized featule map in the second layer indicated
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Conclusions and Recommendal¡ons

that the genetic algorithm was plobably not necessary to solve the font independent classifica-
tion problem, and the back-propagation algolithm alone could do almost as well. Also, plo-
viding more featurc detectors to the neural network to perfoml that classifrcation problern did
not signitcantly improve performance. For this leason, fur'ther expelinÌents made use of a

simpler network alchitectule, which presented a morc difûcult challenge to the genetic algo-
rithm. Rathel than use an full featule map, lve employed a set of singlc feature detcctors
which arc con'ectly positioned to extract enough information from the input image. In thìs
case, the second layer of the network, when trained with a gradicnt descent algorithnì, was

able to correctly classiiy the patteliìs.

Thc final set of experimcnts, plcscnted in section 3.7, were intended to investigate the reÌative
per-fon.nance of the thlee versions of the GA at plonotilìg generalization ability of the neural
networks produced. Thc lcsults do not favour any of the algolithms, although the MTA seems
to havc pefolmed best across âll thlee data sets undel considetation. The original criticism of
the MTA, and the justification fol using the cooperative competitive models, was that on
larger ploblenrs the chromosome of the MTA would grow too long and the algorithm would
not scale well. Fol the size of netwolk and the task considered here we do not seem to have
encountered this difficulty. Experiments with a larger network and a tougher classification
ploblem would be required to notice this effect, but increasing network size and adding rnore
pattems to the data sets increase both the time it takes to construct and to evaluatc a singlc
neural network, and this is limited by the computing resoulces available. One of the rnost
interesting rcsults of the generalization experiments was that using a fitness measule based on
the performance of the network on a diff'erent pattern set than that used for t|aining can pto-
duce netwolks which are pledisposed to perform better on the validation data than on thô
training data. While this result was not originally expected it is understandable if one consid-
ers the vector space interpretation of the function of the hidden units. Each leature detector
divides the input space with a hypelplane into two secfions, and the goal of learning in the lìrst
layer of the network is to find the hyperplanes which best separate the classes of thc input pat-
terns. If there is a set ofhyperplanes which conectly separate the pattems of the validation
data set and not the training set, then the neural network will have a high ûtness value, and the
GA has no reason to select against such feature detectors, and this fact may detract fiom the
generalization abilìty of the neural netwolks. It would be bettel to find feature detectors which
sepalate both the training and validation data sets.

The combination of genetic algolithm and gladient descent nethods in genelal is a very slow
method of optimizing neural networks. The method we have proposed here has some speed
advantages over other methods which have been used (Belew et al., 1991 ; Mclnerney and
Dhawan, 1993), because the gradient descent algorìthm is used only to optimize part of the
network. Since the gradient descent algolithm executes in the inner loop of the GA, any
speed-up is multiplied over the number of generations. In the two layer network, with four
units ìn the hidden layer, and 26 weights in each feature detector, there are 104 weights con-
necting the input field and the hidden layer'. With five weights connected to each output unit,
there are a total of 50 weights connectìng the hidden layer to the output layeÌ. Thus, the conju-
gate gladient algorithm is only lesponsible for optimizing one third of the weìghts in the net-
work. This impacts the conlugate gradient algorithm in two ways. There are fewer weights for'
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which to evaluate the error gladient. Also, the numbeÌ of iterations required fol CG to con-
vergc to a solution is proportional to the number of parameters being optimized. In other'

wolds, reducing the number of weights which CG must optimize improves the convergelÌce
rate.

While this method yields some speed improvements over previons methods, it is still quite
slow, comparcd to the process of training a neural network with the back-pr opagation algo-
rithm alone, cspecially if the problem being solvcd involves a lalge data set. There is a vely
easy potential speed increase by implementing the algorithm on a parallel computer. As men-
tioned previously, the genetìc algorithm is very easy to parallelize because the evaluation of
each neural network is independent of the evaluation olthe others, and each evaluation can be

distributed to a separate processol'with little communicatiolì cost. Additionally, if the netlvotk
is going to be used in an application whele 'online' learning is not lequiled then, the actual
learning time is of less importance than the performance of the final netwolk.

An additional aspect of the use ol genetic algorithms to optinize feature detectors is that thele
is some biological .justifìcation lor it. The cells in the plimaly visual coÌtex have a locally lim-
itecl, spatial lesponse function, which may develop during the lifetime of the individual, but
some neuloscientists believe that the responsc characteristic of these cells is genetically deter-
mined. On the other hand, the use of these low levei features by higher levels of the visual sys-
tem is detnitely organized by neulal leaming during the development of the individual, as

shown by experiments conducted on the development of the visual systems iD cats (Blake-
more, 1 990).

4.2 Recommendations for Future Work

Therc are still some variations on these algorithms which could be explored. In the fir'st set of
experiments we looked at usìng two diffelent selection operators: Goldberg's roulette wheel
selection with linear scaling and the local competition selection operator proposed by Dellaert
and Vandewalle. Whìle we chose to continue wolking with the latter operator, because it pro-
duced better lesults in our initial expeliments, it might have proved fruitful to look at some
diffefent operators, such as the ra¡k-based selection opcrator' (Whitley, 1989). Another poten-
tìal ìmprovement could be achieved through the incorpolation of adaptive cÌeep and mutatìon
operators. These operators work by changing theil'values according to sone measure of the
diversity of the population. Thus, they adapt to maintain population diversity to ensure contin-
ued genetic sealch.

The results of the genel'alizatìon experiment of section 3.7 suggest that another way to
improve the algorithm would be to include the network's performance on both the training
and validation sets in the genetic algorithm. This will eliminate the effect where the genetic
algor-ithm, in a sense, undoes the work of the conjugate gradient algorithm by selecting fea-
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tules which perform well on the validation data set, but do not necessarily aid in the classif,ca-
tion of the training data set.

The algorithms pÍesented here used a fixed numbel of featu|e detectors, and the ttness func-
tion of the algorithn.r was tailorcd to encourage the full use of all of the feature detectors. This
was initially done out of concem that thc GA would not have any infonnation legarding the
'con'ect' values which the x, and y positions of the feature detectôrs should take on. However,
the best positioning ofthese feature detectors is evaluatcd implicitly by the pelfoÍmance ofthe
netwolk. A more sophìsticated apploach would bo to encourage the removal of feature detcc-
tors if they ale not corìtributing to the performance of the netwolk. This could be done by add-
ing a reward telnr to the lìtness lunction. Thus, a netwolk which can classily as woll as

anothel with fewer 1èatule detectors would receive a bettel'score. This might solve the plob-
lem of determining the number of featule detectors which ale needed lor a particular ploblern.
If a larye number of features ae allowed in the representation, aud unnecessary featul'es add
to the fÌmess of their respective netwolks by not participating, then the right rlumber of fea-
tures will be detelnined by the algorithrn. This leaves the problem of adjusting the litness
lunction to achieve the proper balance between correct classification and using as few hidden
units as possible.

A requirement for a real world neulal network classiteÌ is that it be tolelant to shift tlansfor-
mations in the patterns. This is usually implemented in a neural network by incolpolating
identical feature detectors which are shifted throughout the input field. In the experiments
here we have eliminaled this pl'oblem by oul choice of data set. However', it would bc easy to
incorporate shift invariance into the neural networtris by building multiple copies of the fealure
detectors selected by the genetic algorithm into the constructed networks.

Another issue which we have not addressed is the extension of the algorithms to networks
with more than two layels. This is a¡other area whele ftrrther work could be done. The trend
in lesearch in combinations ofgenetic algorithms appears to be towald mole general 'cellular'
encoding schemes which describe the alchitectule of a neural nelwork, and sometimes the ini-
tial weights lor training as well, using a set of developmental lules ol a developmental pro-
gram. These encodings give the genetic algorilhm more leeway to manipulate both the
stlucture and the weights of the neural network. There are indications that, although these rep-
resentations take longer to evolve useful neural networks, they are in genelal faster because
they remove the û'ial and error aspect of finding a good architectrue (Gluau et al. 1996). Such
encodings can be thought of as a supelset of the straightfolward weight based encoding used
here, because, if the representational scheme is flexible enough, the cellular method should be
able to lepresent any particular architecture. However, the flexibility comes at the price of a
greatly increased search space. As a general principle, where domain knowiedge about a par-
ticular problem is available and applicable, then it should be used to constrain the optimiza-
tion task. In the present case of an image recognition problem, it is known that local feature
detectors are used in biology, and they have proven effective in solving othel tasks of this
nature. Thus, it may be a satisfactol'y approach to assùme a local feature detectoÌ structure in
the neulal network, rather than allowing the genetic algorithm to use any of the possible struc-
tures available. Perhaps theÌe is a way of combining the two approaches, by forcing the cellu-
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lal neural network description to use local featule detectol's in lower'layers, while leaving the
stluclule of the higher layers open for the GA to determine.
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APPENDIX A Back-propagation
Experimental Results

TABLE 4.1. This table shows multiple
training runs, using cross-validation, of
the single-layer back-propagation
network described in section 3.3,3.

Repetition
Training

Per{omrance
Te sting

Peú'ormance

l3 80.4946 40.4885

14 r 0.8279 r0.8059

l5 60.5851 20.51'72

16 10.569r 50.5874

t1 80.5959 30.4521

l8 10.8763 r0.8599

l9 I 0.8921 10.8098

20 r0.8621 10.9034

21 70.5500 30.6288

22 90.5178 60.4596

23 80.58 r 0 50.5335

24 100.55 14 40.5674

25 80.5699 50.5755

26 70.5814 50.4809

21 80.5510 30.3322

28 70.6000 60.6053

Repetition
Tlaining

Perfomance
Testing

Pet.fomance

0 70.5800 30.5913

i .50.5739 40..51 06

2 60.6t41 40.5216

3 50.6203 50.5652

4 70.58 r 3 60.5358

5 50.607 r 30.515 1

6 10-5180 30.5315

7 10.5185 30.3817

I 70.6030 40.4620

9 10.5862 50.5908

10 50.6087 30.6251

11 10.9141 10.8721

12 80.5623 50.6516
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Back-propagation Exper¡mental Results

Repetition
Training

Performance
Testing

Performance

29 10.9111 10.911't

30 90.5641 40.5246

3l 60.5990 30.401 6

32 80.5485 40-6460

33 50.63 r 5 40.5666

34 80.5918 30.5-32 I

35 20.1401 30.6989

36 90.5569 60.5390

31 60-6107 50.7ó80

)15 90.5591 60.6.1 16

39 60.6072 40.5440

40 50.5648 50.4942

4\ 80.5874 40.5086

42 '70.6070 40.1004

43 20.6955 20.6911

44 90.540.5 50.5963

4J 50.6217 50.6189

46 60.5286 50.3262

47 10.9235 10.81 l5

48 60.5888 10.5838

49 10.5182 30.5661

50 70.5854 20.6850

5l 90.s865 80.5465

52 10.5641 30.7176

53 10.8234 r 0.8921

54 80.5805 40.4111

Repetition
Tlaining

Performance
Testing

Performance

55 60.5981 10.6244

56 10.5128 50.4709

51 90.5910 50.4185

58 80.5851 30.51'73

59 100.5601 60.5515

60 80.5669 60.4230

6l t0.9123 r 0.9559

62 60.5121 50.6039

63 80.5952 70.4931

64 80.6068 50.6990

65 70.5530 20.5682

66 10.8967 10.9685

67 '70.5'737 20.5900

68 90.5881 40.4850

69 10.9339 10.9031

70 80.5530 20.60'71

11 50.5002 30.690 r

t2 90.5086 50.4858

13 40.5480 20.4693

14 70.5876 50.5786

l5 90.s508 60.5811

76 80.5571 30.5522

7'7 80.5201 30.3979

18 80.5482 40.5051

79 10.5724 20.6211

80 50.6083 30.6709
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Back-propagation Exper¡mental Results

Repetition
Training

Performance
Testing

Performance

81 60.6105 20.8231

82 r0.9394 r0.9228

83 40.5652 30.5611

84 90.5535 50.5455

85 60.6345 40.5885

86 70.5718 30.6219

81 80.5655 40.5629

88 90.5528 60.4898

89 80.5756 40.6014

90 70.528t 30.3294

9l 1 0.891 4 r 0.8068

92 90.4989 40.61 83

93 60.5512 30.4758

94 70.61-13 30.5318

95 90..581 2 40.52t2

96 10.5846 40.6103

97 7O.5316 30.5422

98 70.5835 30.6958

99 80.5620 40.503 i
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Back.propagation Exper¡mental Results

TABLE 4.2. This table shows multiple
training runs, using cross-validation, of
the two-layer back-propagation
nctwork described in section 3.3.3.

Repetition
Training

Performance
Testing

Peúormance

23 100.4689 10.3584

100.4832 90.3307

25 100.4859 50.i634

26 100.3975 60.3353

21 100.4502 70.3151

100.4571 70.3602

29 t00.4'728 60.4049

30 100.4122 60.4780

3l r00.4545 80.3680

32 100.45(r0 70.3043

l-l 100.4'7'7'7 80.3812

34 100.4403 80.321'7

35 100.4201 70.4323

36 100.4910 60.4663

3'7 100.461? 'to.1247

38 100.451r 90.3142

39 100.4768 70.388ó

40 t00.4529 70-2815

41 too.4661 60.4730

42 100.4619 10.3323

43 100.4878 80.2995

44 100.4'776 80.3215

45 100.4593 10.3356

46 r00-4482 80.3105

41 100.4674 10.3867

48 100.4917 70.3688

Repetition
Tlaining

Performance
Testing

Peúormance

0 t00.38.58 60.3481

100.4641 90.301 0

2 t00.4641 80.3295

-1 100.460l 10.3518

4 100.4786 50.4010

.5 t00.4434 70.3293

6 100.4635 90.2969

1 100.4360 70.3246

8 100.4603 70.3635

9 t00.4680 80.28S?

t0 t00.4522 10.3341

t1 100.4599 60.2884

t2 100.4772 80.3312

l3 100.4582 90.2895

14 100.471'7 60.3609

15 100.4119 60.3201

16 100.4900 80.2124

t'/ 100.4445 60.2893

t8 100.4761 70.3843

19 t00.4498 80.2622

20 ro0.4165 70.4034

21 r00.4781 50.2735

22 t00.4664 90.3522
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Back-propagat¡on Experimental Results

Repetition
Training

Performance
Testing

Pelformance

49 1o0.4565 60.3931

50 r00.4633 80.371 3

5l 100.4421 70.3265

52 100.4126 50.4020

53 r 00.4606 90.282r

54 t00.4199 80.3986

55 1o0.4130 90.317 t

56 100.4435 70.3185

51 100.48 16 60.3426

58 100.4154 80.4450

59 100.4633 90.3978

60 100.478 I 80.3488

61 t00.4415 10.2568

62 100.4340 10.3042

63 100.4857 10.3756

64 100.4809 80.3472

65 100.4710 60.3554

66 to0.4612 80.3699

61 100.4892 70.3323

68 100.4523 80.2900

69 100.4179 90.3921

10 100.4543 50.3563

1l 100.4738 60.4012

12 100.4845 80.3750

13 to0.4256 80.2581

74 t00.4423 70.3590

Repetition
Training

Pefformance
Testing

Performance

75 100.4585 80.3889

'76 100.4176 60.4265

71 100.4231 10.3905

100.4606 80.3349

19 100.433'l 10.3264

80 100.3949 80.2854

8l 100.4593 80.i257

82 \00.4612 10.3961

ò-1 r00.4603 80.3451

84 100.4809 90.3487

85 to0.4597 60.)699

86 1oo.4684 80.3550

87 r 00.4706 70.3986

88 1oo.4512 80.2723

89 r00.4122 90.4022

90 100.4384 10.3333

9t 100.4364 50.3438

92 100-4444 60.3991

93 r00.4362 80. 1938

94 100.4615 90.3'712

95 100.46t3 60.3887

96 100.4662 60.2833

91 100.4245 80.3279

98 100.4544 70.400'7

99 1OO.4112 50.3341
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